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LOP Instrumentation
3.3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES
l. Refer to Table. 3.3.8.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each LOP

) Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3'.8.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3.8.1.2, Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 12 months

SR 3.3.8.1.3 Perform LOGIC SYSTBI FUNCTIONAL TEST.
gf

18 months

0

BFN-UNIT 1 3.3-70 Amendment *RI
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Secondary Containment
3.6.4.1

ACTIONS'ONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION . COMPLETION TINE

'. (continued) C.2 Suspend. CORE
ALTERATIONS.

ANO

C.3 Initiate action to
suspend OPDRVs.

Iamediately

Iamediately

SURVEILLANCE REqUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.6.4.1. 1 Verify .all secondary containment
equipment hatches are closed and sealed.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.1.2 Verify each secondary containment access
door is closed, except when .the access
opening is being used for entry and exit,
then at least one door shall be closed.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.1.3 Verify two standby gas treatment
{SGT) subsystems will draw down the
secondary containment to
a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge
in w 120 seconds.

2'f
1 months on
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

SR 3.6.4.1.4 Verify two SGT subsystems can maintain
z 0.25 inch of vacuum ~ater gauge in the

I secondary containment at a flow rate
c 12,000 cfm.

2't
months on a

ST'ANGERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-UNIT 1 3.6-37 Amendment *Rl
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

SURVEILLANCE RE( VIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify the isolation time of each power
operated, automatic 'SCIV is within.
limits.,

92 days

.SR 3.6.4.2.2 Verify each automatic SCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated'ctuation signal.

2%
1 months

BFN-.UNIT 1 3.6-41 Amendment *Rl
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SGT Syste,N
3.6.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREgVENCY

SR 3.6.4.3.1 Operate each SGT subsystea for a 10
continuous hours with heaters operating.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.3.2 Perforil required SGT'ilter testing in"
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Prograa (VFTP).

In accordance
with the VFTP

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each SGT subsystea actuates on an
actual or simlated initiation signal.

2-e
18 aonths

SR 3.6.4.3.4 Verify the SGT decay heat discharge
daapers are in the correct position.

12 aqnths

BFK-UNIT 1 3.6-44 Amendment *R2
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EECW .System and UHS
3.7.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.2..1'erify the average water temperature of
UHS is + 95'F.

24 hours

SR 3.7.2.2 -NOTE
Isolation of flow to individual. components
does not render EECM System inoperable.

Verify each EECM system manual and power
operated valve in the flow .paths servicing
safety related systems or components, that
is not locked; sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in the correct position.

31. days

SR 3.7.'2.3 Verify each required"EECM pump actuates on
ah'ctual or simulated initiation signal..

2+
1 months

'BFN-UNIT I 3.7-7 Amendment *Rl
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SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 9.7.3.1 Operate each CREV subsystem for a 10
continuous hours with the heaters
operating.

31 days

SR 3.7.3.2 Perform required CREV filter testing in
accordance with'he Ventilation .Filter
Testing Program (VFTP).

In accordance
with the .VFTP

,SR 3.7,.3.3 Verify each CREV subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal.

2.+
months

SR 3.7.3.4 Verify each CREV subsystem can maintain a
pqsitive pressure of a 0.125 inches water
gauge relative to the outdoors during the
pressurization mode of operation at a flow
rate of z 2700 cfm and a 3300;cfm.

2.+
. 1 months on a

'AA GERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-'UNIT 1 3.7-11 Amendment *Rl
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Control Room AC System
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

2f
SR 3.7.4. 1 Verify each control room AC subsystem has 1 months

the capability to remove the assumed heat
load.

BFN-UNIT 1 3.7-14 Amendment *RI
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t SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

FREQUENCY

NOTE-If performed with the DG synchronized with
offsite power, it shall be performed at a
power factor w 0.9.

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than
or equal to its associated single largest
post-accident load, and:

a. Following load rejection, the
frequency is e 66.75 Hz; and

b. Following load rejection, the steady
state voltage recovers to > 3940 V and
< 4400 V.

c. Following load rejection, the steady
state frequency recovers to > 58.8 Hz
and < 61.2 Hz.

z%
18 months.

NOTE
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube .period followed by .a warmup period.

Verify on an actual or simulated accident
signal each DG auto-starts from standby
condition.

18 months

(continued)

3.8-9 Amendment *R3
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SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

'AC 'ources —Operating
3.8.1

FREQUENCY.

SR 3.'8.1.7 NOTE
Momentary transients, outside the load and
power factor ranges do not invalidate this
test.

Verify each DG operating at a power factor
w 0.9 operates for a 2l hours:

a. For a 2 hours loaded a 2680 kM and
('805 kM; and,

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded a 2295 kM and ( 2550 kM.

z4
1 aenths

SR 3.8.1.8 Verify interval between each timed, load
block is within, the allowable values for
each .individual timer.

18 aonths
A.

'continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 3.8-10 Amendment «R3
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AC Sources -Operating
.3.8.1t SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

NOTE
All DG starts may be preceded 'by an engine
prelube period.

Verify, on an actua1 or simulated 1oss of
offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:

2-4
1 months

a ~

b.

C.

De-energization of emergency buses;

Load shedding from emergency buses;
and

DG auto-starts from standby condition
and:

l. energizes permanently connected
loads in w 10 seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected
emergency loads through
individual timers,

3. achieves steady state voltage
a 3940 V and c 4400 V,,

4. achieves steady state frequency
a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected
and auto-connected emergency
loads .for a 5 minutes.

For required Unit 3 DGs, the SRs of
Unit 3 Technical Specifications are
appl icable.

In accordance
with applicable
SRs.

3.8-11 Amendment *R3
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 'Verify battery terminal voltage is w 248 V
for each Unit and Shutdown Board battery
and a 124 V for each OG battery on float
charge.

7 days

SR 3.8.4.2 NOTE
Performance of SR 3.8.4.5 satisfies, this
'SR.

Verify each required battery charger
charges its respective battery after the
battery's month service test.

z+
1 months

SR 3.'8'.4.3 NOTES---
The modified performance discharge test in
SR 3.8..4.4 may be. performed in lieu of the
service test in SR 3.8.4.3 once per
60 months.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to
supply, and,maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to,a battery
service test.

1 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 3.8-21 Amendment *R3
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Programs and Hanual s
5.5

5.5 Programs and Hanuals

5.5.7 Ventilation Filt r Testin Pr ram VFTP {continued)

of the HEPA filters shows a penetration and system bypass
< I.PA when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the
system flowrate specified below, i 10K.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate {cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System 3000 2.~

This testing shall be performed 1) every 18 months, 2) after
partial or complete replacement of HEPA fi ters, 3) after
any structural maintenance on the system housing, or 4)
following significant painting, fire, or chemical release in
any ventilation zone coamunicating with the system.

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
of the charcoal adsoi ber shows a penetration and system
bypass < 1.0% when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
at the system flowrate specified below, e I(5.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate {cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System oooo g4
This testing shall be performed 1) every 18 nths, 2) after
partial or complete replacement of the charcoal adsorber
bank, 3) after any. structural maintenance on the system
housing, or I) following significant painting, fire, or
chemical release in any ventilation zone ceaaunicating with
the system.

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory
test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber, shows a methyl
iodide efficiency ) 9Ã when tested in accordance with
ASTM D3803-1989.

This testing shall be performed 1) every 18 months, 2) after
every 720 hours of sys'em operation, or 3) following
significant painting, fire, or chemical release in any
ventilation zone comaunicating with the system.

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 5.0-12 Amendment "RI
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Programs and manual s
5.5

5.5 Prograas ind Nanuals

5.5.7 (continued)

d. Once every months demonstrate for each of the ESF systems
that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters, the
prefilters, and the charcoal adsorbers is less than the
value specified below at the system flowrate specified
below, i 10%:

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate
(inches water) (cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System ~ 6 3000

e. Once every 1 months demonstrate that the heaters for the
SGT System dissipate l0 N f 1'hen tested in accordance
with ANSI N510-1975.

5.5.8

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained downstreaa of the offgas recombiners, and the
quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid
storage tanks.

The program shall include:

a. The limits for concentrations of hydrogen downstream of the
offgas recombiners and a surveillance program to ensure the
limits are maintained. Such limits shall be appropriate to
the system's design criteria (i.e., whether or not the
system is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion); and

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable
of holding the tanks'ontents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
liquid radwaste treatment system is less than the amount
that would result in concentrations less than the limits of
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2, at the nearest
potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 1 5.0-13 Amendment *Rl
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'SLC System
3.1.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.1.7.5, Verify, the SLC conditions, satisfy the
following equation:

C 'E +1
(13 wt. 5) (86 gpm) (19.8 atoaC)

where,

C sodium pentaborate solution
concentration (weight percent)

g pump flow rate (gpm)

E Boron-10 enrichment {atom percent
Boron-10)

31 days

AND

Once within 24
hours after
water or boron
is added to the
solution.

SR 3.1.7.6 Verify each pump develops a flow rate
e 39 gpm at a discharge pressure
w 1275 psig.

2+
1 monthsn

SR 3.1.7.7 Verify flow through one SLC subsystem from
pump into reactor pressure vessel.

1 onths on a
AGGERED TEST

BASIS

SR 3.1.7.8 Verify all piping between storage tank and
pump suction is unblocked.

2q.
1 months

{continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.1-23 Amendment
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SL'C System
3.1.7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIRNENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.9'erify sodium pentaborate enrichment is.
within the liaits established by SR 3.1.7.'5
by calculating within 24 hours and
verifying by analysis within '30 days.

2.$
18 aonthsA
Apl

After
'ddition to
SLC tank

SR 3.1.7.10 Verify each SLC subsystem manual, power
operated, and automatic valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position is in the
correct position, or can be aligned to the,
correct position.

31 days

BFN-UNIT. 2 3.1-24 Amendment *Rl
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
3.1.8

SURVEILLANCE REgUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.8.1 NOTE
Not required to be met on vent,and drain
valves closed during performance of
SR 3.1.8.2.

Verify each SDV vent and drain valve is
open.

31 days

SR 3. 1.8;2 Cycle each SDV vent and drain valve to the
fully closed and fully open position.

92 days

SR 3. 1.8.3 Verify each SDV vent and drain valve:

a. Closes in s 60 seconds after receipt
of an actual or simulated scram
signal; and

b. Opens when the actual or simulated
scram signal is reset.

2+
18gonths

BFN-UNIT. 2 3.1-27 Amendment
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS. continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3. 1. 1. 10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3. 1.1.11 (Del eted)

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
z'f

1 months

SR 3.3.1.1.13 NOTES
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function 2.a, not required to be

performed when entering MODE 2 from
MODE 1 until "12 hours after entering
MODE 2.

,Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.14 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
zf

1 months X
SR 3.3. 1. 1. 15 Verify Turbine Stop Valve - Closure and

Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure,, Trip
Oil Pressure —Low Functions are not
bypassed when THERMAL POMER is a 30K RTP.

18 months

SR 3.3.1'.1.16 NOTE

For Function 2.a, not .required to be
performed when entering. MODE 2 from MODE

1 until 12 hours after entering HODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

'BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-5 Amendment
7S-353 Sg1
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMEXTS , continued

.SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

.SR: 3.3.2. 1.2 ---------- ------NOTE
Not required to,be perforied until '1 hour
after any control rod's 'withdrawn at
< 10% RTP in MOOE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2. 1 ''NOT.E.
Not required to .be performed until 1 hour

'fterTHERMAL POWER is w 1(C RTP in
MOOE 1.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.1.4, -NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.2. 1.5 Verify the RWM is not bypassed when
THERMAL POWER is s i(5 RTP.

18 months

SR 3.3.2.,1.6 NOTE

Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after reactor mode switch is in the
shutdown position.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2$

18 months
R

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-18 Amendment
'. T5-353
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Feedwa. and Hain Turbine High Water L, 1 Trip Instrumentation
3.3.2.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTE
When a channel is placed, in an inoperable, status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be .delayed for up to 6 hours provided feedwater and main turbine high
water Tevel trip capability is maintained.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.2.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. '2 days

SR 3.3.2.2.3 Per form CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Value shall. be a 586 inches
above vessel zero.

18 months

SR 3.3.2.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST
including valve actuation.

18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 343 22 Amendment *R2
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backup Control System
3e3e3e2

SURVE ILL'ANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.3.2.,1 Verify each. required control circuit
and transfer switch is capable of
performing the intended function.

FREQUENCY

2+
1 months
n

SR 3.3.3.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the
Suppression Pool Mater Level
Function.

184 days

SR 3.3.3.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each
required instrumentation channel
except for the Suppression Pool Mater
Level Function.

18 months

BFN-UNIT2'.3-28 Amendment *Rl
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS . continued

SURVEILLANCE FREOUENCY

SR, 3..3.4.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Values. shall be:

TSV - Closure: w 1(C closed;
and'CV

Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure - Low:
> 550 psig.

18 months

SR 3.3.4.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
including breaker actuation.

18 m'onths
A

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-31 Amendment *R2
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
3.3 ' '

SURVE ILL'ANCE REOUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.4.2.3 Perform'HANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Reactor Vessel Mater Level —Low Low,
Level 2: a 471.52 inches above
vessel zero; and

b. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure —High:
w 1146.5 psig.

18 months

SR 3.3.4.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
including breaker actuation.

z$
18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-34 Amendment
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

NOTES

I. Refer to Table 3.3.5.l-l .to determine which SRs apply for each ECCS
Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
equired Surveillances, entry into,associated Conditions and Required

,;ctions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for Functions 3.c
and 3.,f; and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other than 3.c and 3.f
p"ovided the associated Function. or the redundant Function maintains. ECCS
iritiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK'. 24 hours

SR 3.3.5. l.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3.5.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.5.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
z+

18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-41 Amendment
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RCIC System Instrumentation
3.3.5.2

ACTIONS continued

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and
associated, Completion
Time of Condition B

or C not met.

D.1 Declare RCIC System Immediately
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES
1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RCIC

Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for Function 2
and (b) for up to 6 hours for Function 1 provided the associated Function
maintains RCIC initiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2.1 Per form CHANNEL CHECK.
l

24 hours

SR .3.3.5.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.5.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
24

18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-49 Amendment
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Primary Containment Is tion Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES
I. Refer to Table.3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary

Containment Isolation Function.

2. Mhen a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance .of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up 'to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains isolation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK., 24 hours

SR 3.3.6.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. ;92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 122 days

SR 3.3'.6.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.6.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
zg

18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-55 Amendment *Rl
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Secondary Containment < )ation Instrumentation
3.3.6.g

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-.NOTES

1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Secondary
Containment Isolation Function.

2. Whe'n a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains secondary containment isolation capability.

3. For Functions 3 and 4, when a channel is placed in an inoperable status
solely for performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION or maintenance, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
24 hours provided the downscale trip of the inoperable channel is placed
in the tripped condition.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.6.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.6.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 2. 3.3-61 Amendment *R2
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CR System Instrumentation
3.3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE RE(UIREMENTS:

NOTES
1. Refer to Table 3.3.7. 1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each CREV

Function.

2. When a channel .is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed. for up to 6 hours, provided the associated Function
maintains CREV initiation capability.

3. For Functions 3 and. 4, when a channel is placed i'n an inoperable status
solely for the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION or maintenance, entryinto the associ'ated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up
to 24 hours provided the downscale trip of the inoperable channel is
placed in the .trip condition.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.7.1.1 Per form CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.7.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.7.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.7.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. '184 days

SR 3.3.7.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.7.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-65 Amendment *R2.
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LOP Instrumentation
3.3.8.1

NOTES
1.. Refer to Table 3.3.8.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each LOP

Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

,I

SR 3.3.8.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR'.3.8.1.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 12 months

SR 3.3.8.1.3 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
p+

18 months
A

BFN-'UNIT 2 3.3-70 Amendment *Rl
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RPS El :ric Power Nonitoring
3.3.8.2t ACTIONS continued

CONDITION RE/VIREO ACTION COMPLETION TINE

0. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or 6 not met fn NODE 4
or 5 with any control
rod withdrawn from a
core cell containing
one or more fuel
assemblies.

0.1 Initiate action to
fully insert all
insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

Imnedi ately

SURVEILL'ANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.3.8.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

SR 3.3.8.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Over. voltage w 132 V, with 'time delay
set to a 4 seconds.

b. Undervoltage a 108.5 V, with time
delay set to w 4 seconds.

c. Underfrequency a 56 Hz, with time
delay set to z 4 seconds.

184 days

SR 3.3.8.2.3 Perform a system functional test.
2+

18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 2 3.3-73 Amendment *Rl
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5/RVs
3.4.3

SURVEILL'ANCE, FREQUENCY

SR;, 3.4.3.2 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the. test.

Verify each required S/RV opens when
manually actuated.

z+
18 months

,BFN-UNIT 2 3.4-8 Amendment
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ECCS -Operating
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE ,FREQUENCY

SR 3.5..1.7 -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure a 1010 and
e 920 psig, the HPCI pump can develop a
flow rate a 5000 gpm'gainst a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

92 days

~,

SR 3.5.1.8 -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure w 165 psig,
the HPCI pump can develop a flow rate
z 5000 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

zW
18 months

SR 3.5.1.9 -NOTE-
Vessel injection/spray may be excluded'.

Verify each ECCS injection/spray subsystem
actuates on an actual or simulated
automatic initiation signal.

18 months
R

,(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.5-6 Amendment *Rl
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ECCS —Operating
3.5.1t SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.10 NOTE
Valve actuation may be excluded.

Verify the ADS actuates on an actual or
simulated'utomatic initiation signal.

zW
18 months

SR 3.5.1.11 NOTE-
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify each ADS valve opens when manually
actuated.

z0
18 onths

Verify automatic transfer of the power
supply from the normal source to the
alternate source for each LPCI subsystem
inboard injection valve and each
recirculation pump: discharge valve.

29
18 months

A

BFN-UNIT 2 3.5-7 Amendment *Rl
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ECCS —Shutdown
3.5.2

SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.5 NOTE
Vessel'njection/spray may be excluded.

Verify each required ECCS injection/spray
subsystem actuates on an actual or
simulated automatic, initiation signal.

18 months

R'FN-UNIT

2 3.5-'ll Amendment
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RCIC System
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

'R

3.5.3.1 Verify the RCIC System piping is filled
with water from the pump discharge valve to
the injection valve.

31 days

SR 3.5.3.2 Verify each RCIC System manual, power
operated, and automatic valve in the flow
path, that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

31 days

SR 3.5.3.3 NOTE-
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure < 1010 psig
and a 920 psig, the RCIC pump can develop a
flow rate a 600 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

92 days

SR 3.5.3.4 NOTE-
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure s 165 psig,
the RCIC pump can develop a flow rate
a 600 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

2.9
18 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.5-13 Amendment
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RCIC System
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.3.5 NOTE
Vessel injection may,be excluded.

Verify the RC IC System actuates on an
actual or simulated automatic initiation
signal.

Z+
18 months

R

BFN-UNIT 2 3.5-14 Amendment
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Primary Containment
3.6.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and
leakage rate testing except for primary
containment air lock testing, in
accordance with the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
'Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program.

SR 3'.6.1.1.2
C

Verify drywell to suppression chamber
differential pressure does not decrease
at a rate ) 0.25 inch water gauge per
minute over a 10 minute period at an
initial'ifferential pressure of 1 psid.

2ft
18 months

BFN-'NIT 2 3.6-2 Amendment
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3t SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.$ .1.3.7 Verify each automatic PCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated isolation: signal.

FREQUENCY

z+
18 months

A

SR 3.6.1.3.8 Verify each reactor instrumentation line
EFCV actuates to the isolation position
on a simulated instrument line break
signal.

zH
18 months

R

SR 3.6.1.3.9 Remove and test the explosive squib from
each shear isolation vilve -of the TIP
System.

2%
nths on a

S AGGERED TEST
BASIS

SR 3.6.1.3.10 Verify. leakage rate through each NSIV is
w 11.5 scfh -when tested at a 25 psig.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.3.11 Verify combined leakage through water
tested lines that penetrate primary
containment are within the limits
specified in the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing: Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

BFN-UNIT 2 3.6-.14 Amendment *R2
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Suppression Chamber-to . ywell Vacuum Breakers
3.6.1.6

SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.6.1 l.

2.

NOTES
Not required to be met for vacuum
breakers that are open during
Surveillances.

One drywell suppression chamber
vacuum breaker may be nonfully closed
so long as it is determined to be not
more than 3'pen as indicated by the
position lights.

14 days

Verify each vacuum breaker is closed.

SR 3.6.1.6.2 Perform a functional test of each
required vacuum breaker.

'In accordance
with the

'nservice
Testing Program

~zf
SR 3.6.1.6.3" Verify the differential,pressure required ~l months

to open each vacuum breaker is A
s 0.5 psid.

BFN-UNIT 2 3.6-20 Amendment *Rl
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Secondary Containment
3.6.4.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COHPLETION TINE

C. (continued) C.2

AND

C.3

Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Initiate action to
suspend OPDRVs.

Immedi ately

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.1.1 Verify all secondary containment.
equipment hatches are .closed and sealed.

31 dayS

SR 3.6.4. 1.2 Verify each secondary containment access
door is closed, except when the access
opening is being used for entry and exit,
then at least one door shall be closed.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.1.3 Verify two standby gas treatment
(SGT) subsystems will draw down the
secondary containment to
a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge
in a 120 seconds.

z0
I onths on
a AGGERED
TEST BASIS

SR 3.6.4. 1.4 Verify two SGT subsystems can maintain
a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge in the
secondary containment at a flow rate
c 12,000 cfm.

1 Aaonths on a
S ANGERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-UNIT 2 3.6-37 Amendment *Rl
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

SURVEILL'ANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3 6.4.2.1 Verify the isolation time of each power
operated, automatic SCIV is within
limits.

.92 days

SR. 3.6.4.2.2 Verify each automatic SCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

2-+
months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.6-41 Amendment *Rl
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SGT System
3.6.4.3

SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.3.1 Operate each SGT subsystem for a 10
continuous hours with heaters operating.

,31 days

SR 3.6.4.3.2 Perform required SGT filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation .Filter
Testing Program (VFTP).

In accordance
with the VFTP

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each SGT subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal.

z.+
1 aonths

SR 3.6.4.3.4 Verify the SGT decay heat discharge
dampers are in the correct position.

12 months

3.6-44 Amendment *R2
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EECW System and UHS
3.7 '

SURVEILLANCE 'REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR Ã.7.2. 1 Verify the average wate'r temperature of
UHS is ~ 95'F.

, 24 hours

SR 3.7.2.2 NOTE
Isolation of flow to individual components
does not. render EECW System inoperable.

'Verify each EECW system manual and power
operated valve in the flow paths servicing
safety related'ystems or components, that
-is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in the correct position.

31 days

SR 3.7.2.3 Verify each required EECW pump actuates on
an actual or simulated initiation signal'.

pap
8 months

8FN-UNIT 2 3 ' 7 Amendment *Rl
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CREV System
3.7.3

SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3;7.3. 1 Operate each CREV subsystem for ~ 10
continuous hours with the heaters
operating.

31 days

SR 3.7.3.2 Perform required CREV filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Program {VFTP).

In accordance
with the VFTP

SR 3.7.3.3 Verify each CREV subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal.

2q.
1 months
R

SR 3.7'.3.4 Verify each CREV subsystem can maintain a
positive pressure of a 0.125 inches water
giuge relative to the outdoors during the
pressurization mode of operation at a flow
rate of a 2700 cfm and z 3300 cfm.

p+
months on a

STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-UNIT 2 3.7-11 Amendment *Rl
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Control Room AC System
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3..7.4. 1 Verify each control room AC subsystem has
the capability to remove the assumed heat
load.

FREQUENCY

2Q
1 months

~ ~

BFN-UNIT 2 3.7-14 Amendment *Rl
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M Turbine Bypass System
3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3,7.5. 1 Verify one complete cycle of each main
turbine bypass valve.

31 days

'SR '3.7.5.2 Perform a system functional test.

0

SR 3.7.5.3 Verify the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME is within limits.

2Q
18 months
.R

z+
18 months

BFN-UNIT 2 3.7-16 Amendment *Rl
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS 'ontinued
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.5 NOTEIf performed with the DG synchronized with
offsite power, it shall be performed at a
power factor <.0.9.

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than
or equal to its associated single largest
post-accident load, and:

a. Following load rejection, the
'requencyis w 66.75 Hz; and

b. Following load rejection, the steady
state voltage recovers to > 3940 V and
< 4400 V.

c. Following load rejection, the steady
state frequency recovers to > 58.8 Hz
and < 61.2 Hz.

z4
18 months

SR 3.8.1.6 -NOTE---------
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period followed by a warmup period.

Verify on an actual or simulated accident
signal each DG auto-starts from standby
condition.

1 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.8-9 Amendment *R3
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AC Sources-- Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.7 NOTE-
Homentary transients outside the load and
power factor ranges do not invalidate this
test.

Verify each DG operating at a power factor
w 0.9 operates for,a 24 hours:

a. For a 2 hours loaded a 2680 kW and
< 2805 kW; and

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded a 2295 kW and ( 2550 kW.

2.+
18 months

SR 3.8.1.8 Verify Interval between each timed load
block is within the allowable values for
each individual timer.

z+
1 months

R

(continued)

BFN-UNIT '2 3.8-10 Amendment *R3
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.AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEIL'LANCE REOUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8. 1. 9 -NOTE-
All DG starts may be preceded by an, engine
prelube period.

.Verify, on an actual or simulated loss of
offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from. emergency buses;
and.

c. 'DG auto-starts from standby. condition
and:

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in a 10 .seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected
emergency loads through
individual timers,

3. achieves steady state voltage
a 3940 V and <.4400 V,

4. achieves steady state frequency
a 58.8 Hz and < '61.2 Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected
and auto-connected emergency
loads for a 5 minutes.

2q.
18 months

SR 3.8.1.10 For required Unit 3 DGs, the SRs of
Unit 3 Technical Specifications are
applicable.

In accordance
with applicable
SRs.

BFN-UNIT .2 3.8-'ll Amendment *R3
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OC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is a 248 V

for each Unit and Shutdown 8oard battery
and a 124 V for each DG battery on float
charge.

7 days

SR 3.8.4.2 -NOTE-
Performance of SR 3.8.4.5 satisfies this
SR.

Verify each required battery charger
charges its respective battery after the
battery's month service test.

z.V

~2+
Q) aenths
h

SR 3.8.4.3 NOTES-
The modified performance discharge test in
SR 3.8.4.4 may be performed in lieu of the
service test in SR 3.8.4.3 once per
60 months.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty, cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

2$
8 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 3.8-21 Amendment *R3
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.7 Ventilation Filter Testin Pro ram VFTP (continued)

of the HEPA filters shows a penetration and system bypass
( 1.{C when tested i'n accordance with ANSI N510-1975 at the
system flowrate specified below, i 1%.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate (cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System 3000 2

This testing shall be performed 1) every onths, 2) after
partial or complete replacement of HEPA fi ters, 3) after
any structural maintenance on the system housing, or 4)
following significant painting, fire, or chemical release in
any ventilation zone coneunicating with the system.

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
of the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and system
bypass ( 1.Ã when tested fn accordance with ANSI N510-1975
at the system flowrate specified below, a 1'.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate (cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System 300 Vg
This testing shall be performed 1) every 1 months, 2) after
partial or complete replacement of the charcoa1 adsorber
bank, 3) after any structural maintenance on the system
housing, or 4) following significant painting, fire, or
chemical release in any ventilation zone coamunicating with
the system.

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory
test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber, shows a methyl
iodide efficiency > 9ey when tested in accordance with
ASTM D3803-1989.

This testing shall be performed 1) every 1 months, 2) after
every 720 hours of system operation, or 3 following
significant painting, fire, or chemical release in any
ventilation zone coaeunicating with the system.

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 5.0-12 Amendment *Rl
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Prograas and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs ind Nanuals

5.5.7 V n il i Fi1t r T ti Pro r FTP (continued)

d. Once every 1 months dewonstrate for each of the ESF systems
that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters, the
prefilters, and the charcoal adsorbers is less than the
value specified below at the system flowrate specified
below, i 10%:

ESF Ventilation System Delta P
(inches water)

SGT System

CREV System Z

Fl owrate
(cfm)

9000

3000

e. Once every 1 months demonstrate that the heaters for the
SGT System ssipate 40 kX f 10% when tested in accordance
with ANSI N510-1975.

5.5.8 ram

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained downstream. of the offgas recoabiners, and the
quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid
storage tanks.

The program shall include:

a. The limits for concentrations of hydrogen downstream of the
offgas recombiners and a surveillance program to ensure the
liaits are maintained. Such liaits shall be appropriate to
the system's design'riteria (i.e., whether or not the
system is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion); and

b. A surveillance program to ensure that'he quantity of
radioactivity contai'ned in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable
of holding the tanks'ontents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
liquid radwaste treatment system is less than the amount
that would result in concentrations less than the limits of
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2, at the nearest
potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 5.0-13 Amendment 'Q)
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SLC System
3.1.7

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRENENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE fRE(UENCY

SR 3. 1.7.5 Verify the SLC conditions satisfy the
following equation:

C 1

(13 wt. A) (86 gpm) (19.8 atoaC)

where,

C sodium, pentaborate solution
concentration (weight percent)

pump flow rate (gpm)

E Boron-10 enrichment (atom percentBoron-10)'1

days

, AND

Once within 24
hours after
water or boron
.is added to the
solution.

SR 3.1.7.6 Verify each pump develops a flow rate
a 39 gpm at a discharge pressure
a 1275 psig.

2.+
18 months

I

SR 3.1.7.7 Verify flow through one, SLC subsystem from
pump into reactor pressure vessel.

2q
~months on a

S AGGERED TEST
BASIS

SR 3.1.7.8 Verify all piping. between storage tank and,
pump suction, is unblocked.

2q.
18 months

{continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.1-23 :Amendment
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SLC System
3.1.7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.9 Verify. sodiuw pentaborate enrichment is
within the limits established by SR 3.1.7.5
by calculating within 24 hours and
verifying by analysis within 30 days.

18 aonthsn
SQ

. After
addition to
SLC tank

SR 3.1.7.1D Verify each, SLC subsystew Nanual, power
operated, and automatic. valve in the flow
,path that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position is in the
correct position, or can be aligned to the
.correct position.

31 days

BFN-UNIT 3 3.1-24 Amendment «Rl
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SDV',Vent and Drain Valves
3.1.8

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.8.1 NOTE
Not required to be met on vent and drain
valves. closed during. performance of
SR 3.1'.8.2.

Verify .each SDV,,vent and drain,valve is
open.

31 days

SR 3. 1.8.2 Cycle each SDV vent and drain valve to the
ful.ly closed and fully open position.

92 days

SR 3.1.8.3 Verify each SDV vent and drain valve:

a. Closes in s 60 seconds after receipt.
of an actual or simulated scram
signal; and

b. Opens when. the .actual or simulated
scram signal is reset.

2q-..
18 months

BFN-UNIT 3 3.1-27 Amendment
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHEHTS continued
'URVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR: 3.3.1.1.10 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATIOH.
. 184 days

SR 3.3.1.1.11 (Oel eted)

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2+

18 months

SR 3.3. 1. 1. 13 -NOTES
1. Neutron detectors are excluded.
2. For Function 2.a, not required to be

performed when entering HOOE 2 frea
NSE 1 until .12 hours after entering
NSE 2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

n

SR 3.3.1.1-.14 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2f

18ponths

SR 3.3. 1. 1. 15 Verify Turbine Stop Valve —Closure and
Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure —Low Functions, are not
bypassed when THERNL POSER is a 30% RTP.

18 months

SR 3.3.1.1.16 -NOTE
For. Function 2.a, not required to be
performed when entering %0E 2 from HOOE

1 until 12 hours after entering NODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 184 days

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-5 ~Amendment
', 7s-3')
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Control Rod Black Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS tcontinued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR. 3.3.2.1.2 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after any control rod is withdrawn at
s 10% RTP in. MOOE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2. 1.3 - - - ---- -- NOTE
'Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after THERMAL POWER is c 1% RTP in
MODE 1.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. '92 days

SR 3.3.2.1.4 -NOTE
Neutron detectors are excluded.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Verify the RQl is not bypassed when
THERMAL POWER is z 1% RTP.

18 months

SR 3.3.2.1.6 --- -- --- -- NOTE.-

Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after reactor mode switch is in the
shutdown position.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2-%

I months
,A

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-18 Amendment
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Feedw~ .* and Hain Turbine 'High Mater L .el Trip Instrumentation
3 3 2 '

SURVEIL'LANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTE

When a channel is, placed in an inoperable, status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required Actions
may be .delayed for up to 6 hours provided feedwater and main turbine high
water level trip capability is maintained.

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR,3.3.2.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. ,24 hours

SR 3.3.2.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable 'Value shall be' 586 inches
above vessel zero.

18 months

SR 3.3.2.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEN FUNCTIONAL TEST
including valve actuation.

2.+
18 onths

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-22 Amendment *R2
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Backup Control System
3.3-3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.3.2.1 Verify each required control circuit
and transfer switch is capable of
performing the intended function.

18 monthsn

[ SR 3.3.3.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the.
Suppression Pool Mater Level
Function.

18 months

SR 3.3.3.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each
required instrumentation channel
except for the Suppression .Pool Mater
Level Function.

18 months

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-28 Amendment *R2
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OC-RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4'.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREqUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION; The
Allowable Values shall be:

TSV —Closure: a, IPA closed; and

TCV Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure —Low:
a 550 psig.

18 months

SR 3.3.4.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST
including breaker actuation.

Z+
1 monthsn

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-31 Amendment *R2
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
3.3.4.2

.SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4'.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.4.2.3 Perform CHANNEL'ALIBRATION.The
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Reactor Vessel Mater L'evel —Low Low,
Level 2: a 471..52 inches above
vessel zero; and

b. .Reactor Steam Dome Pressure —High:
a 1146.5 psig.

18 months

SR 3.3.4.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
including breaker actuation.

2q
18 monthsA

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-34 Amendment
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.l

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

NOTES
l. Refer to Table 3.3.5. l-l to determine which SRs apply for each,ECCS

Function.

2. Mhen a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: {a) for up to 6 hours for Functions 3.c
and 3.f; and {b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other than 3.c and 3.f
provided the associated Function or the redundant Function maintains ECCS
initiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.5.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3.5.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.5.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTBI fUNCTIONAL TEST.
2+

18 months
h

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-41 Amendment
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,RCIC System Instrumentation
3.3.5.2

ACTIONS continued

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition B or
C not met.

0.1 Declare RCIC System Imnediately
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES-
1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.2-1 .to determine which SRs apply for each RCIC

Function.

2. When' channel is placed in an inoperable status, solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a),for up to 6 hours for Function 2
and'(b) for up to 6 hours for Function 1 provided the associated Function
maintains RCIC initiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.5.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL'EST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.. 18 months

SR 3.3.5.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2+

18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-49 Amendment
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Primary Containment IsMiation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES-
1. Refer to Table 3.3.6.1-1 to determine which SRs,apply for each Primary

Containment Isolation Function.

2. When a channel is, placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains isolation capability.

:SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.6.1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. '.92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 122 days

SR 3.3.6.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.6.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEN FUNCTIONAL TEST.
p+

1 mdnths
A

BFN-.UNIT 3 3.3'-55 Amendment *Rl
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Secondary Containment ..olation Instrumentation
3.3-6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTES
1. Refer .to Table 3.3.6.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Secondary

Containment Isolation Function.

2. Mh'en a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance -of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated 'Function
maintains secondary containment isol'ation capability.

3. Fol Functions 3 and 4, when a channel is placed in an inoperable status
.solely for performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION or maintenance, entry into
associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
24 hours provided the downscale trip of the inoperable channel is placed
in the tripped condition.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY,

SR 3.3.6.2.1,Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.6.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.6.2.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2+

18 onths

BFN-UNIT 3 3'-.3-61 Amendment *R2
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CRj. System Instrumentation
3.3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-NOTES--
1. Refer to Table 3.3.7. 1-1 to determine which SRs. apply for each CREV

Function.

2. Whe'n a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely fol,performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains CREV initiation capability.

3. For Functions 3 and 4, when a channel is placed in an inoperable status
solely for the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION or maintenance, entry
into the associated Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up
to 24 hours provided the downscale trip of the inoperable channel is
placed in the trip condition.

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.3.7.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 24 hours

SR 3.3.7. 1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.7.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.7.1.4 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 184 days

SR -3.3.7.1.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

SR 3.3.7.1.6 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST.
2+

18 months
R

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-65 Amendment *R2
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LOP Instrumentation
3.3.8.1

-NOTES-

1. Refer to- Table 3.3.8.1-1 to determine, which SRs apply for each LOP

Function.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.8.1.1,Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 184 days

SR 3.3'.8.1.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 12 months

SR 3.'3.8.1.3 'Perform LOGIC SYSTEM .FUNCTIONAL TEST.
z+

18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 3 3.3-70 Amendment *Rl
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RPS El~ tric Power Monitoring
3.3.8.2

ACTIONS continued

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION. TIME

D., Req'uired Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or 8 not met in MODE 4
or 5 with any control
rod withdrawn from a
core cell containing
one or more fuel
assemblies.

D.1 Initiate action to
fully insert all
insertable control
rods in core cells.
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

Iaeediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.8.2.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
4

184 days

SR 3.3.8.2.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
Allowable Values shall be:

a. Overvoltage c 132 V, with time delay
set to < 4 seconds.

b. Undervoltage a 108.5 V, with time
delay set to a 4 seconds.

c. Underfrequency a 56 Hz, with time
delay set to a 4 .seconds.

'184 days

.SR 3.3.8.2.3 Perform a system functional test.
a9

18 months

BFN-UNIT. 3 303 73 Amendment *Rl
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S/RVs
3.4.3

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.2 -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify each required S/RV opens when
manually actuated.

29-
I8 monthsn

BFN-UNIT 3 3.4-8 Amendment
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ECCS -Operating
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.'5.1.7 -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the. test.

Verify, with reactor pressure w '1010 and
a 920 psig, the MPCI pump can develop a
flow rate a 5000 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

92'ays

SR 3'.5.1.8 NOTE----
'Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure. and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure < 165
psig,'he

HPCI pump can develop a flow'ate
a;5000 gpm against a system head;
corresponding to reactor pressure.

z4
18 monthsn

SR 3.5.1.9 NOTE-
Vessel injection/spray may be excluded.

Verify each ECCS injection/spray subsystem
actuates on an actual or simulated
automatic initiation signal.

2$
18 months
R

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.5-6 Amendment *Rl
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ECCS -Operating
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5. 1. 10 NOTE
Valve actuation may be excluded.

Verify the ADS actuates on an actual or
simulated automatic initiation signal.

g+
18 months

SR 3.5.1.11 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify each ADS valve opens when manually
actuated.

z$
1 months

t SR 3.5.1.12 Verify automatic transfer of the power
supply from the normal source to the

I alternate source for each LPCI subsystem
inboard injection valve and each
recirculation pump discharge valve.

18 months

'BFN-UNIT 3 3.5'-7 Amendment *Rl
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ECCS —Shutdown
3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.2.5 NOTE
Vessel injection/spray may be excluded.

Verify each required ECCS injection/spray
subsystem actuates on an actual or
simulated automatic initiation signal.

z4
18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 3 3.5-11 Amendment
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RCIC System
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.3.1 Verify the RCIC System piping is filled
with water from the pump discharge valve to
the injection valve.

31 days

SR 3.5.3.2 Verify each RCIC System manual, power
operated, and automatic valve in the flow
path, that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

31 days

SR 3.5.3.3 - - NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure w 1010 psig
and z 920 psig, the RCIC pump can develop a
flow rate a 600 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

92 days

SR 3.5.3.4 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12 hours
after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test.

Verify, with reactor pressure e 165 psig,
the RCIC pump can develop a flow rate
a 600,gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure.

18 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.5-13 Amendment
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RCIC System
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5'.3.5 NOTE
Vessel injection may be excluded.

Verify the RCIC System actuates on an
actual or simulated, automatic initiation
signal.

z+
18 months

R.

BFN-UNIT 3 3.5-14 Amendment
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Primary Containment
3.6'.l.l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.6.1.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and
leakage rate testing except for primary
containment air lock testing, in
accordance with the Primary Containment
Leakage .Rate Testing Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.1.2'erify drywell to suppression chamber
differential pressure does not decrease
at a .rate ) 0.25 inch water .gauge per
minute over a 10 minute,peri'od at an
initial differential pressure of 1 psid.

29-
1 months

BFN-UNIT 3 3.6-2 Amendment
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.1.3.7 Verify each automatic PCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated isolation signal.

FREQUENCY

z+
1 +months

SR 3.6.1.3.8 Verify each reactor instrumentation line
EFCV actuates to the isolation position
on a simulated instrument line break
signal.

2%
1 Ienths

SR 3.6.1.3.9 Remove and test the explosive squib from
each shear isolation valve of the TIP
System.

z9.
nths on a
ERED TEST

BASIS

'
SR 3.6.1.3.10 Verify leakage rate through each ISIV is

a 11.5 scfh when tested at a 25 psig.
In accordance
with the
Priaary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.3.11 Verify combined leakage through water
tested lines that penetrate primary
containment are within the limits

, specified in the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

0
BFN-UNIT 3 3.6-14 Amendment *R2
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Suppression Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
3.'6 ..1. 6t SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.6.1 NOTES-
1. Not required to be met for vacuum

breakers that are open during
Surveillances.

2. One drywell suppression chamber
vacuum breaker 'may be nonfully closed
so long as it is determined to be not
more than 3'pen as indicated. by the
position lights.

14 days

Verify each vacuum breaker is closed.

~E

SR 3.6.1.6.2 Perform a functional test of each
required vacuum breaker.

In accordance
with the
Inservi ce
Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.6.3 Verify the differential pressure required
to open each vacuum breaker is
s 0.5 psid.

18 months
R

BFN-UNIT 3 3.6-20 Amendment *Rl
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Secondary Containment
3.6.4.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

C. (continued) C.2 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

Imnediately

C.3 Initiate action to
suspend OPDRVs.

Iamediately

SURVEILLANCE REgUIRBiENTS

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.6.4. 1. 1 Verify all secondary containment
equipment hatches are closed and sealed.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.1.2 Verify each secondary containment access
door is closed, except when the access
opening is being used for entry and exit,
then at least one door shall be closed.

31 days

SR 3.6.4.1.3 Verify two standby gas treatment
(SGT) subsystems will draw down the
secondary containment to
a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge
in w 120 seconds.

2q.
~months on

a RAGGERED
TEST BASIS

SR 3.6.4.1.4 Verify two SGT subsystems can maintain
a 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge in the
secondary containment at a flow rate
a 12,000 cfm.

z9-
Aaonths on a

STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-UNIT 3 3.6-37 Amendment *Rl
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SCIVs
3.6.4.2

SURVEIL'LANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.2.1 Verify the isolation time of each power
operated',. automatic SCIV is within
limits.

92 days

SR 3.6.4.2.2 Verify each automatic SCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

29-
18 months

'FN-UNIT

3 3.6-41 Amendment *Rl
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SGT System
3.6.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6;4.3.1 Operate each SGT subsystem for a 10
continuous hours with heaters operating.

31 days

SR 3'.6.4.3.2 Perform required SGT filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Program (VFTP).

In accordance
with the VFTP

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each SGT subsystem actuates .on an
actual or simulated initiation signal.

2f
1 months

SR 3.6.4.3.4 Verify the SGT decay heat discharge
dampers are in the correct:position.

12 months

BFN-UNIT 3 3.6-44 Amendment *R2
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EECW System and UHS
3.7.2

SURVEILLANCE REgUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREgUENCY

SR 8.7.2.1 Verify. the average water temperature of
UHS is x 95 F.

24 hours

SR 3.7.2.2 -NOTE
Isolation of flow to individual components
does not render EECW System inoperable.

Verify each 'EECW system manual and power
operated valve in the flow paths servicing
safety related systems or components, that
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in the correct position.

31 days

SR 3.7.2.3 Verify each required EECW pump -actuates on
aA'ctual or simulated initiation signal.

2+
18 months
A

BFN-UNIT 3 3. 7.-7 Amendment *RI
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CREV System
3.7.3

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3. 1 Operate each CREV subsystem for a 10
continuous hours with the heaters
operating.

31 days

SR 3.7.3.-2 Perform required CREV filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Program (VFTP).

In accordance
with the VFTP

SR 3.7.3.3 'Verify each CREV subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal.

2+ I

8 months
A

SR 3.7.3.4 Verify each CREV subsystem can maintain a

positive pressure of a 0. 125 inches water
ghuge relative to the outdoors during the
pressurization mode of operation at a flow
rate of a 2700 cfm and a 3300 cfm.

a~
months on a

S GERED TEST
BASIS

BFN-UNIT 3 3.7-11 Amendment *Rl
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Control Room AC System
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.4. 1 Verify each control room AC subsystem has
the capability to remove the assumed heat
load.

FREQUENCY

2+
18 months
R

BFN-UNIT 3 3.7-14 Amendment *Rl
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Hain Turbine Bypass System
3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify one complete cycle of each main
turbine bypass valve.

31 days

SR 3.7.5.2 Perform a system functional test.
2-+

18 months

SR 3.7.5.3 Verify the TURBINE .BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME is within limits.

2W
18 monthsn

BFN-UNIT 3: 3.7-16 Amendment,*RI
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY'R

3.8.1.5 -NOTES---------
If performed with the OG synchronized with
offsite power, it shall be performed at a
power factor a 0.9.

2+
Verify each OG rejects a load greater than 18 months
or equal to its associated single largest
post-accident load, and:

a. Following load rejection, the
frequency is w 66.75 Hz; and

b. Following load rejection, the steady
state voltage recovers to > 3940 V'nd
< 4400 V.

c. Following load rejection, the steady
state frequency recovers to ) 58.8 Hz
and < 61.2'Hz.

SR 3.8.1.6 -NOTE
All DG starts may be preceded'y an engine
prelube period followed by a warmup period.

Verify on an actual or simulated accident
signal each 'DG auto-starts from standby
condition.

2q-
1 months

A

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.8-9 Amendment *R3
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1t SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS conti'nued

SURVEILLANCE FRE(UENCY

SR 3.8.1.7 -NOTE-
Momentary transients outside the load and
power factor ranges do not invalidate this
test.

Verify each DG operating at a power factor
a 0.9 operates for a 24 hours:

a. For a 2 hours, loaded a 2680 kW and
< 2805 .kW; and

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded a 2295 kW and < 2550 kW.

z+
1 months
A

SR 3.8.1.8 Verify interval between each timed load
block is within the allowable values for
each individual tiser.

2+..
18 monthsn

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.8-10 Amendment *R3
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t SURVEILLANCE REOUIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

AC Sources —Operating
3.8.1

FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.9 NOTE-
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

Verify, on an actual or simulated loss of
offsite power signal in conjunction with an
actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergency buses;
and

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition
and:

l. energizes permanently connected
loads in w 10. seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected
emergency loads through
individual timers,

3. achieves steady state voltage
a 3940 V and z 4400 V,

achieves steady state frequency
a 58.8 Hz and s 61.2 Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected
and auto-connected emergency
loads for a 5 minutes.

18 months

SR 3.8.1.10 For required Unit 1 and 2 DGs, the SRs

of Unit 1 and 2 Technical
Specifications are applicable.

In accordance
with applicable
SRs.

BFN-UNIT 3 3.8-11 Amendment *R3
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OC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4. 1 Verify battery terminal voltage is a 248 V

for each Unit and Shutdown Board battery
and a 124 V for. each DG battery on fl'oat
charge.

7 days

SR 3.8.4.2 -NOTE-
Performance of SR 3.8.4.5 satisfies this
SR.

Verify each required battery charger
charges its respective battery after the
battery's month service test.

2

months

SR 3.8.4.3 -NOTES-
The modified performance discharge test in
SR 3.8.4.4 may be performed in lieu of the
service test in SR 3.8.4.3 once per
60 months.

Ver'ify battery capacity is adequate to
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

zH
1 months

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 3.8-21 Amendment *R3
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Programs and manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Nanuals

5.5.7 Ventilation Filter T tin Pro ram VFTP (continued)

of the HEPA filters shows a penetration and system bypass
< I.PA when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-l975 at the
system flowrate specified below, a it%.

,ESF Ventilation System Flowrate (cfm)

SGT System 9000
zV

CREV System 3000

This testing shall be performed 1) every 8 onths, 2) after
partial or complete repl'acement of HEPA fi ters, 3) after
any structural maintenance on the system housing, or 4)
following significant painting, fire, or chemical release in
any ventilation zone coranunicating with the system.

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
of .the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and System
bypass ( 1.tC when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975
at the system flowrate specified below, a 10%.

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate (cfm)

SGT System 9000

CREV System 3000

This testing shall be performed 1) every 8 months, 2) after
partial or complete replacement of the charcoal adsorber
bank, 3) after any structural maintenance on the system
housing, or 4) following significant painting, fire, or
chemical release in any ventilation zone coaeunicating with
the system.

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory
test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber., shows a methyl
iodide efficiency > 90% when tested in accordance with g gAS'3803-1989.

This testing shall be performed 1) every 8 onths, 2) after
every 720 hours of system operation, or 3 following
significant painting, fire, or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system.

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 3 5.0-12 Amendment ~R1
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.7 Ventilation Filter Testin Pro ram VFTP (continued)

d. Once every l nths demonstrate for each of the ESF systems
that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters, the
prefilters, and the charcoal adsorbers is less than the
value specified below at the system flowrate specified
below, i ]lC:

ESF Ventilation System

SGT System

GREY System

Delta P Flowrate
(inches water) (cfm)

7 9000

6 3000

e. Once every 18 onths demonstrate that the heaters for the
SGT System ssipate 40 kl f l(C when tested in accordance
with ANSI N510-1975.

.5.5.8 Ex losive Gas and Stora e Tank Radioactivit Monitorin Pro ram

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained downstream of the offgas recombiners, and the
quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid
storage tanks.

The program shall include:

a. The limits for concentrations of hydrogen downstream of the
offgas recombiners and a surveillance program to ensure the
limits are maintained. Such limits shall be appropriate to
the system's design criteria (i.e., whether or not the
system is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion); and

b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable
of holding the tanks'ontents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
liquid radwaste treatment system is less than the amount
that would result in concentrations less than the limits of
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2, at the nearest
potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in

'(continued)
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Insert-A,(replaces Bases statements as indicated on the following markups)

Operating experience with these components supports, performance of the
Surveillance at the 24 month Frequency;
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LOP instrumentation
8 3 3 8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

unseat-A

SR 3.3.8.1.1 and SR .3.3.8.1.2 (continued)

Any setpoint adjustmentr.shall be consistent with the
assumptions of the currant plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the calibration interval assumed
in the determination of. the magnitude of equipment drift in- the setpoint analysis...—.-—

SR 3.3.8.1.3

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIQQL TEST demonstrates the
QPERA&IL'ITY of the requ~. actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system fuagional testing performed in
LCO 3.&.1 and LCO 3-8.2:;~rlaps this Survei,llance to
provide complete testin~ the assumed safety functions.

The 18 month Frenuency~ased on the need to.perform this
Surveillance under the.caeditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potentiabSor an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were erformed with the reactor at ower.
perat ng experience own ese componen s usually pass

the Surveillance when pt.'r4ormed at the 18 month Fre uenc .

REFERENCES

2.

3.

FSAR, Figure 8;4-~
FSAR, Section. 6.5.,:~~

FSAR, Section 8.5.~
FSAR,. Chapt'er 14.. —.-

5. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improv@ments," Duly 23, 1993.
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

Zn&e t A

SR 3.6.4.1.3 and SR 3.6.4. .4 (continued)

if the secondary containment boundary is not intact.
SR 3.6.4.1.4 demonstrates that two SGT subsystems can
maintain a 0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge at a stable
flow rate a 12,000 cfm. Both of these SRs are performed
under neutral (( 5 mph) wind conditions. Therefore, these
two tests are used to ensure secondary containment boundary
integrity. Since these SRs are secondary containment tests,
they need not be performed with:each combination of SGT
subsystems. The SGT subsystems are tested on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, however, to ensure that in addition to the
requirements of LCO 3.6.4.3, any two SGT subs stems wi

form this test. perat ng exper ence as s own t ese.
componen s usua y pass the Surveillance when erformed at
the 18 month Fre uenc . ere or , requency was
conc u e o accep a le from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.'3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

4. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,'uly 23, 1993.
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SCIVs
'8 3.6.4.2

BASES

SURVEILL'ANCE
REQUIREMENTS

tl d)

assumed in the safety analyses. The, Frequency of this SR is,
92 days.

SR 3.6.4.

'Verifying that each automatic SCIV closes on a secondary
containment isolation signal is required to prevent leakage
of radioactive material from secondary containment following
a DBA or other accidents. This SR ensures that each
automatic SCIV will actuate to the isolation, position on a
secondary containment isolation signal. The LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.2, "Secondary Containment
Isolation Instrumentation,'verlaps this SR to rovid
complete testing of the safety function. The nth
Frequency is based:on the need to perforu this urvei11ance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient .if% Surveillance
W oreed wit ct Operat ng
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surv llance when performed at the, 18 month Fre uenc .

erefore, . cy was conc u o be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.6.3..

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

3. Technical Requirements Manual.

4. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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SGT System
8 3.6.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

~SR .... ( M d)

flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
This SR will also include a chemical smoke test to check the
seal.ing of gaskets for filter housing doors.

Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.6.4.3.3

pass the Survei nce when erformed th
Fre uenc e LOGIC CTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.2,

econ ary Containment Isolation Instrumentation,'verlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety
function.. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This SR verifies that each SGT subsystem starts on receipt
of an actual or simulated initiation signal. awhile this
Surveillance can be erformed with the reactor at ower
operat er ence as s own a ese components usually

1 l a

SR 3.6.4.3.4

This SR verifies that the SGT decay heat discharge dampers
are in the correct position. This ensures that the decay
heat removal mode of SGT System operation is available.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 12 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41.

2. FSAR, Section 5.3.3.7.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.

4. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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EECM'ystem and UHS
8 F 7.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

1@&v'b A

SR 3.7.2.3 (continued)

Operating experience has shown that these components will
usually pass he SR when erformed at the 18 month
Frequency. There ore, is r equency is conc u e e.
acce a e from a rel.iability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 5.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. FSAR, Section 10.10.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final. Policy Statement on Technical
Specifi'cation Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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CREV System
8 3.7.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
, REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.4 (continued)

with respect to the outdoors to .prevent unfil,tered
inleakage. The CREV System is designed to maintain this
positive pressur e at a flow rate of a 2700 cfm and
< 3300 cfm .to the/control room in the pressurization mode.
The Frequency of (ll)months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with industry practice and other filtration
systems SRs.

2

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10.12.

2'. FSAR, Chapter 10.

3. .FSAR, Chapter 14.

4'. FSAR, Section 14.6.

5. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," Ju1y 23, 1993.
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control Room AC System
B 3.7.4

ACTIONS 0. 1 0.2. 1 0.2.2 and D.2.3 {continued)

An alternative to Required Action D. 1 is to iamediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require i'solation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
risk.

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall
not preclude completion .of movement of a component to a safe
position. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission
product release. Actions must continue until'he OPDRVs are
suspended.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

SR 3.7.4.1

This SR verifies that the heat removal capabil'ity of the
gcf'ystemis sufficient to remove the control room heat load

assumed in the safety analyses. The SR cons'sts of a
combination of testing and calculation. The ont
Frequency is appropriate since significant degradation of
the Control Room AC System is not expected over this time
period.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10.12.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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AC Sources -Operating
8 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

d)

month Frequency is consistent with the recomendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This SR is modified by a Note. In order to ensure that the
DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to
design basis conditions as possible, the Note requires that,if synchronized to offsite power, testing must be performed
using a power factor w 0.9. This power factor is chosen to
be representative of the actual design basis inductive
loading that the DG would experience.

SR 3.8. .6

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically
starts from the design basis actuation signal (LOCA signal).
This test will also verify the start of the Unit 3 DGs
aligned to the SGT and CREV Systems on an accident signal
from Unit l. In order to minimize the number of bGs
involved in testing, demonstration of automatic starts of
the Unit 3 DGs on an accident signal from Unit I may be
performed in conjunction with testing to demonstrate
automatic start of the Unit 3 DGs on an accident signal
from Unit 3 perKtft~ge t as o a ese
componen s usually pass the SR when performed at the
18 month Fre uenc . ere ore, e requency s acceptable

rom a re a ty standpoint.

To minimize wear and tear on the DGs, this SR has been
modified by a Note which permits DG starts to be preceded by
an engine prelube period followed by a warmup period.

SR 3.8.1.7 2-'f,

Demonstration once per months that the DGs can start and
run continuously at full load. capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours —22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the DG, and 2 hours
of which is at a load equivalent to l05 percent to ll0
percent of the continuous duty rating of the DG. The DG

starts for this Surveillance can be performed either from
standby or hot conditions. The provisions for prelube and

(continued)
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.tC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

SURVEILL'ANCE
REQUIREMENTS

t

.1 ( N" d)

warmup, discussed in SR 3.8'. l.l, and for gradu-1 loading,
discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, are applicable to this SR.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor
< 0.9. This power factor is chosen to be representative of
the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG could
experience. A load band is provided to avoid

routine'verloadingof the DG. Routine overloading may result in

n
I

more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
Zq recossaendations in. order to maintain DB OPERABILITY.

t
The I month Frequency is consistent with the
recoaeendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. Siiilarly, momentary power factor
transients above the limit do not invalidate the test.

3.8. .8

Under accident conditions (and loss of offsite power) loads
are sequentially connected to the shutdown boards by
automatic individual pump timers. The individual pump
timers control the permissive and starting signals to motor
breakers to prevent overloading of the DGs due to high motor
starting currents. This SR is demonstrated by performance
of SR 3.3.5.1.5 for the Core Spray and LPCI pump timers, SR
3.7.2.3 for the EECW pump timers, and SR 3.8.1.9.b for the
480 V load shed logic timers. The 'allowable values for
these timers ensure that sufficient time exists for the DG

to restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the next
load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2
provides a suaeary of t automatic loading of ESF shutdown
boards. 2+)
The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the
recottiaendations oF Regulatory Guide ).9 (Ref. 8).

(continued)
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AC. Sour ces -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

S 3.

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the DGs ate required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the as designed operation of
the standby power sources during a loss of offsite power
actuation test signal in conjunction with an ECCS initiation
signal. This test verifies all actions encountered from the
loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ECCS initiation
signal, including shedding of the nonessential loads and
energization of the 4'.16 kV shutdown boards and respective
loads from the DG. It further demonstrates the capability
of the DG to automatically achieve the required voltage and
frequency within the specified time.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the
DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these
loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For
instance, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) injection
valves are not desired to be stroked open, seae systems are
not capable of being operated at full flow, and RHR systems
performing a decay heat removal function are not desired to
be realigned to, the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of
actual demonstration of the connection and loading of these
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the
DG system to perform these functions is acceptable. This
testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that t entire connection and loading
sequence is verified.

The Frequency of 1 nths takes into consideration plant
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is
intended to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length
o 8 months.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil

(continued)
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QC Sources —Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE(UIREHENTS

d)

in a fully charged state, while supplying adequate power to
the connected DC loads. The voltage requirements are based
on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery
sizing calculations. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with
manufacturer recomendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 7).

SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8. .5

Battery charger capability requirements are based on the
design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 8), the battery charger supply
is required to be based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The miniauqa required
amperes and verification of the charger's ability to
recharge the battery ensures that these requirements can be
satisfied.

SR 3.8.4.2 verifies that the chargers are capable of
charging the batteries after their designed duty cycle
testing and ensures that the chargers will perform their
design function. This SR is modified by a Note that allows
the performance of SR 3.8.4.5 in lieu of this surveillance
requirement. SR 3.8.4.5 verifies that the chargers are
capable of charging the batteries after each discharge test
and ensures that the chargers are capable of performing at
maximum out ut. .8.4.2 is performed at the same

requency as 18 month service test (SR 3.8.4.3), while
SR 3.8.4.5 is per ormed following the 60 month battery
discharge test (SR 3.8.4.4).

SR 3.8.4.5 is modified by a Note. The Note is added to this
SR to acknowledge that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy the Surveillance.

(continued)
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QC Sources —Operating
8 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

2'f

SR 3.&.4.3

X
recoaeen ations o egu atory Guide . e . ) and
Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 9), which state, in part, that
the battery service test should be performed with intervals
between tests not to exceed 18 months.

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The
discharge rate and test length cor'responds to the design
duty cycle re uirements as specified in Reference 4. q)zgpS f<

The Fre uenc o months is c stent with the

A3

O

V)

~Q

a

0

Q

S0
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S

Ql

s

Q r

This SR is modified by a Note that allows the performance of
a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service
test once per 60 months. The modified performance discharge
test is a simulated duty cycle consisting of Just two rates;
the one minute rate published for the battery or the largest
current load of the duty cycle, followed by the test rate
employed for the performance test, both of which envelope
the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours
reaeved by a rated one minute discharge represents a very
small portion of the battery capycity, the test rate -can be
changed to that for the performance test without
compromising the results of the performance discharge test.
The battery terminal voltage for the modified performance
discharge test should remain above the minimum battery
terminal voltage specified in the battery service test for
the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for
the modified performance discharge test should be identical
to those specified for a service test.

(continued)
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DC Sources —Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

I REFERENCES
(continued)

3. IEEE Standard. 30&.

4. FSAR, Sections 8.5 and 8.6.

5. FSAR, Chapters 6 and 14.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.93.

7. IEEE Standard 450-1995.

Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

sot Pseud
9. Regulatory Guide 1.129, Dece r 1974.

10. IEEE Standard 485, 19&3.

11. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,'uly 23, 1993.
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SLC System.
B 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

R 3. .7.3 and SR 3. .7.5 (continued)

SR 3.1.7.3 must be performed within 8 hours of discovery
that the concentration fs > 9.2 weight percent and every 12
hours thereafter until the concentration is verified to be w
9.2 weight percent. This Frequency is appropriate under
these conditions taking into consideration the SLC System
design capability still exists for vessel injection under
these conditions and'he low probability of the temperature
and concentration limits of Figure 3.1.7-1 not being met.

SR 3. .7.4

This Surveillance requires the amount of Boron-10 in the SLC
solution tank to be determined every 31 days. The enriched
sodium pentaborate solution fs made by combining
stoichfometric quantities of borax and boric acid in
demineralized water. Since the chemicals used have known
Boron-10 quantities, the Boron-10 quantfty in the sodium
pentaborate solution formed can be calculated. This
parameter is used as fnput to determine the volume
requirements for SR 3.1.7.1. The 31 day Frequency of this
Surveillance is appropriate because of the relatively slow
variation of boron concentration between surveillances.

R 3 .7.6

Demonstrating that each SLC System pump develops a flow rate
a 39 gpm at a discharge pressure a 1275 psig ensures that
pump performance has not degraded during the fuel cycle.
This minimum pump flow rate requirement ensures that, when
combined with the sodium pentaborate solution concentration
and enrichment requirements, the rate of negative reactivity
insertion from the SLC System will adequately compensate for
the positive reactivity effects encountered during power
reduction, cooldown of the moderator, and xenon decay. This
test confirms one point on the pump de n curve and is
indicative of overall performance. The onth Frequency
is acceptable since inservice testing of e pumps,
performed every 92 days, will detect any adverse trends in
pump performance.

(continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REg UIREHENTS

(continued)

SR . 7.7 and SR . .7.

These Surveillances ensure that there is a functioning flow
path from the boron solution storage tank to the RPV,
including the firing of an explosive valve. The replacement
charge for the explosive valve shall be from the same
manufactured batch as the one fired or from another batch
that has been certified by having one of that batch
successfully fired. Additionally, replacement charges shall
be selected such that the age of charge in service shall not
exceed five years from the manufacturer's assembly date.
The pump and explosive valve tested should be alternated
such that both complete ow aths .are tested ever 2V.

nths at alternating nt nterva s. e
rveillance may be performed in separate steps to prevent

injecting boron into the RPY. An acceptable method for
verifying flow from the pump to the RPV to
demineralized water from a tes t n t roug one
subsystem and into the RPV. The 1 nth Frequency is based
on the need to perform this Surve lance under the
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were erformed with the reactor at power. Opera ng

xper ence as s own es ually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency

ere ore, t e requency was conc u to acc a le from
- a reliability standpoint.

Demonstrating that all piping between the boron solution
storage tank and the suction inlet to the injection pumps is
unblocked ensures that there is a functioning flow path for
injecting the sodium pentaborate solution. An acceptable
method for verifying that the suction piping is unblocked is
to pump from the storage tank to the storage tank. The

8 nth Frequency is acceptable since there is a low
o ability that the subject piping will be blocked due to

precipitation of the boron from solution in the, piping or by
other means.

R 3.1.7.9

The enriched sodium pentaborate solution is made by
combining stoichiometric quantities of borax and boric acid
in demineralized water. Isotopic tests on these chemicals

(continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( VIREHENTS

.9 ( i 4)

to verify e ual B-10 enrichment must be performed at
least every 1 nths and after addition of boron to the SLC
tank in order to ensure that the proper B-10 .atom percentage
is being used and SR 3.1.7.5 will be met. The sodium
pentaborate enrichment must be calculated within 24 hours
and verified by analysis within 30 days.

R 3. 7. 0

SR 3.1.7.10 verifies that each valve in the system is in its
correct position, but does not apply to the squib (i.e.,
explosive) valves. Verifying the correct alignment for
manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the SLC
System Flowpath provides assurance that the proper flow
paths will exist for system operation. A valve is also
allowed to be in the nonaccident position provided it can be
aligned to the accident position from the control'om, or
locally by a dedicated operator at the valve control. This
is acceptable since the SLC System is a manually initiated
system. This surveillance also does not apply to valves
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position
since they are verified to be in the correct position prior
to locking, sealing or securing. This verification of valve
alignment does not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispos'itioned are in the correct
position. This SR does not apply to valves that cannot be
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. The 31 day
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is consistent
with the procedural controls governing valve operation that
ensures correct valve positions.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.62.

2. FSAR, Section 3.8.4.

3. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

~ BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REg UIREHENTS

(continued)

Znser|:-A

R 3.

SR 3.1.8.3 fs an integrated test of the SDV vent and drain
valves to verify total system performance. After receipt of
a simulated or actual scram signal, the closure of the SDV
vent and drain valves is verified. The closure time of
60 seconds after receipt of a scram signal is acceptable
based on the bounding analysis for release of reactor
coolant outside containment (Ref. 2). Similarly, after
receipt of a simulated or actual scram reset signal, the
opening of the SDV vent and drain valves is verified. The
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.1.1 and the scram
time testing of control rods in LCO 3.1.3 overlap this
Survei a to ovi e omplete testing of the assumed
sa ety function. month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply du'ring a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were erformed with
the reactor at owe era ng exper ence a wn ese
componen s usua y pass the Surveillance when erformed at

he 18 month Frequenc ere ore, e requency was
conc u o accep able from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 3.4.5.3.1.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.5.

3. 10 CFR 100.

4. FSAR, Section,6.5.

5. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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RPS InstrUmentation
8 3.3.1.1

SASES

SURVEILLANCE
REqUIREMENTS

1.8 SR .3.
(continued)

3. - ..6
interface connections into the RPS trip systems from the
voter channels. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The 184 day Frequency of SR 3.3. 1. 1. 16 for the
APRH Functions is based on the reli,ability analysis of
Reference 12. ,(NOTE: The actual voting logic of the 2-out-
of-4 Voter Function is tested as part of SR 3.3. 1. l. 14.) A
Note for SR 3.3. 1.1. 16 is provided that requires the APRH
Function 2.a SR to be performed within 12 hours of entering
HODE 2 from HODE 1. Testing of the HODE 2 APRH Function
cannot be performed in HODE 1 without utilizing jumpers or
lifted leads. This Note allows entry into HODE 2 from MODE
1 if the associated frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
considerat'ion of providing a reasonable time in which to
complete the SR.

The 184 day Frequency of SR 3.3. 1.1.16 for the scram pilot
air header low pressure trip function is based on the
functional reliability previously demonstrated by this
function, the need for minimizing the radiation exposure
associated with the functional testing of this function, and
the increased risk to plant availability while the plant is
in a. half-scram condition during the performance of the
functional testing versus the limited increase in
reliability that would be obtained by the more frequent
functional testing.

The month Frequency of SR 3.3. 1. 1. 12 is based on the need
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surv illance were erformed with the
reactor at power. peratxng,e erzence as shown that these
componen s a y pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18 month Frequency.

SR 3.3..1.9 SR 3.3... 0 and SR 3.3..1.13

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REt|UIREMEHTS

(continued)

Z'ARRAN@'t Ai

R 3.3.1.1.14

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The functional testing of control rods
(LCO 3. 1.3), and SDV vent and drain valves (LCO 3.1.8),
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of
the assumed safety function..

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S veillance were performed with the rea t
Operating exper>ence as s own t at these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APRH Function 2.e
simulates APRH trip conditions at the 2-out-of-4 voter
channel inputs to check all combinations of two tripped
inputs to the 2-out-of-4 logic in the voter channels and
APRM related redundant RPS relays.

~33 3:3...35
This SR ensures that scrams initiated from the Turbine Stop

. Valve-Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure- Low Functions will not be inadvertently
bypassed when THERNAL PNER is z 30% RTP. This involves
calibration of the bypass channels. Adequate margins for
the instrument setpoint methodologies are incorporated into
the actual setpoint.

If any bypass channel's setpoint is nonconservative (i.e.,
the Functions are bypassed at a 3K RTP, either due to open
main turbine bypass valve(s) or other reasons), then the
affected Turbine Stop Valve -Closure and Turbine Control
Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure- Low Functions are
considered inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass channel
can be placed in the conservative condition (nonbypass). If
placed in the nonbypass condition (Turbine Stop
Valve - Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure —Low Functions are enabled), this SR 'is met and
the channel is considered OPERABLE.

(continued)

BFN-UNIT 2 8 3.3-32 Amendment
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REOU I REHENTS

(continued)

R 3.3.2.1.5

The RMH is automatically bypassed when power is above a
specified value. The power level is determined from
feedwater flow "and steam flow signals. The automatic bypass
setpoint must be verified periodically to be ) 10% RTP. If
the RMH low power setpoint is nonconservative, then the RMH

is considered inoperable. Alternately, the low power
setpoint channel can be placed in the conservative condition
(nonbypass). If placed in the nonbypassed condition, the SR

is met and the RN is not considered inoperable. The
Frequency is based on the trip setpoint methodology utilized
for the low power setpoint channel.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Hode
Switch —Shutdown Position Function to ensure that the entire
channel will perform the intended function. The CHANNEL

FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Hode Switch —Shutdown
Position Function is performed by attempting to withdraw any
control rod with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock wltlrgg
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
performed without using jumpers, lifted leads, or mo abl
links. This allows entry into HOGES 3 and 4 if t e nth
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is
based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SRs.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Opera ng exper n ese componen s usua y pass
the Surveillance when performed at the IS month Fre uency.

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High. Mater Level Trip. Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(cont'inued)

SR 3.3. . .3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds, to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and'ccuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
.adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent. with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY, of,the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the feedwater and
main turbine valves is included as part of this. Surveillance
and overlaps the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. Therefore Zyif a valve is incapable of operating, the asso iated
instrumentat'ion would also be, inoperable. T n
Frequency is based on. the need to perform this urveillance
under the. conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if he Surveillance
were erformed with the reactor at ower. Opet at n
exper ence as s own a, ese components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.5.7.

2. GENE-.770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed Out-Of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

3. NRC No. 93--102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B, 3.3-62 Amendment *Rl
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Backup Control System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
required Functions of the Backup Control System is
inoperable. This includes any Function listed in
Table B 3.3.3.2-1, as well as the control and transfer
switches.

The Required Action is to restore the Function to OPERABLE
status within 30 days. The Completion Time is based on
operating experience and the low probability of an event
that would require evacuation of the control room.

B.1

'0

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE
in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

I

SR 3.3.3.

'SR 3.3.3.2.1 verifies each required Backup Control System
transfer switch and control circuit performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the backup
control panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of the
equipment from the backup control panel is not necessary.
The Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a
continuity check. This will ensure that if the control room
becomes inaccessible, the plant can be placed and maintained
in MODE 3 from the backup control anel an 1 c
control stations. pera ng exper ence demonstrates that

ackup Con ro ystem control channels usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

(continued)
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< ~-RPT Instrumentation
8 3.3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~S.. 3 ( tI d)

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.1.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as a part of this test, overlapping the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, to provide complete testing of the
associated safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel{s)
would also be inoperable.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve lance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S rveillance were erformed with the reactor at ower.
Opera ng exper ence as s own ese componen s usua y pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Figure 7.9-2 {EOC-RPT logic diagram).

2. FSAR, Section 7.9.4.5.

3. FSAR, Sections 14.5.1.1 and 14.5.1.3.

4. FSAR, Section 4.3.5.

5. GENE-770-06-1, 'Bases For Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals And Al=lowed Out-Of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
Febr uary 1991.

6. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-91 Amendment *Rl
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w.~S-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREMENTS

{conti'nued)

SR 3.3.4.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. 'Therefore, if. a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel(s)
would be inoperable.

The month Frequency is based, on the need to perform this
Surveil.lance under the .conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S rveillance were performed with the reactor at o
Opera g exper ence as s own ese components usually pass (
the Surveillance when erformed at .the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES I. FSAR Section 7..19.

2. GENE-770-06-1, 'Bases for Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed,Out-of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical

Specifications,'ebruary

1991.

3. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-100 Amendment *Rl
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ECCS Instrumentation
8 3.3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIRQlENTS

SR 3.3.5. 1.6 (continued)

Surveillance to complete testing of the assumed safety
functi'on.

The 1 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Survei11ance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S rveillance were erformed with the reactor at ower.
pera ng experience as s own a ese -components usually

pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

X

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section. 8.5.

2. FSAR, .Section 6.5.

3. FSAR, Chapter 14.

4. NEDC-30936-P-A, "BWR Owners'roup Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation
Instrumentation, Part 2," December 1988'.

5. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,'uly 23, 1993.

6. NUREG-'0737, 'Clarification of THI Action Plan
Requirements," October 31, 1980.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-137 Amendment, *Rl
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RCIC system Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIRElgNTS

{continued)

SR 3.3.5.2.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channe1
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.3 is based upon the assumption
of an 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTBI FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide completet L2 f. testing of the safety function.5~ Th ~8th F q yi b ~ th dt p t thI
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant+riodr~ ~ 4 ) Outage and the patential far an unplanned tranSient if the
Surveillance rmed with the reactor at

i perating experience has s own a ese components usually
pass the Surveillance when .performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. GENE-770-06-2, "Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications," February 1991.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-145 Amendment *Rl
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Primary Containment I. ation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

- BASES

SURVEIL'LANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(conti.nued)

SR 3.3.6.1.6

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed on PCIVs
in LCO 3.6.1.3 overlaps this Surveil.lance to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include a'calibration of time
dela relays an ti ers necessary for proper functioning oft e logic. h month Frequency is based- on the need to
perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power.

Operating experience has s own hese components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the Frequency provided.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.5.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. NED0-31466, "Technical Specification Screening
Cr iteri a Appl ication and Risk Assessment, "
November 1987.

5.

FSAR, Section 4.9.3.

NEOC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

6. NEOC-30851P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment Isolation instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE(UIREHENTS

SR 3.3.6.2.2 (continued)

This Surveillance for Functions 3 and 4 shall consist of
verifying the High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) voltage at
the sensor and convertors (detectors) is within its design
limits. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST as defined in Section
1.), "Definitions" shall be performed once per 18 months as
part of the'HANNEL CALIBRATION for Functions 3 and 4.

SR 3.3.6.2.3

~i

V
S

0

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.6.2.3 is based on the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.

The LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed on SCIVs
and the SGT System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3,
respectively, overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function.

The 8 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown that these components usua y
pass the Survei ance when erformed at the 18 month
r uenc Therefore, the requency was oun e

accepta e from a reliability standpoint.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-185

(continued)
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CREV system Instrumentation
B 3-3.7.l

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

S~3..7.
The Frequency of 92 days is based on the rel iability
analyses of References 3 and 4.

This Surveillance for Functions 3 and 4 shall consist of
verifying the High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) voltage at
the Sensor and Convertors (detectors) is within its design
limits. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST as defined in
Secti'on l.l, "Definitions" sha11 be performed once per
18 months as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION for
Functions 3 and 4.

: +~l
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SR 3.3.7.1.3 and SR 3.3.7.1.5

A CHANNEL, CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequencies are based upon the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.7.1.4 and SR 3.3.7.1.6

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.7.3, "Control Room Emergency Ventilation (CREV)
System," overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed function.

The 184 day Fre uenc fo ction 5 is based on equipment
capability. T e 1 onth Frequency for Functions 1, 2, 3,
and 4 is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were erformed with t e r t ower. Opera g
exper ence has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at their designated Frequencies.

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation

S 3.3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REgVIRENENTS

(continued)

Any setpoint agusiaent shall be consistent with the
assuapt1ons of the current plant specif1c setpoint
aethodol ogy.

The Frequency is based upon the calibration interval assuaed
in the determination of the aagnitude of equipaent drift in
the setpoint analysis.

The LOGIC S'fSTEN FNCTIONAL TEST desonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The systes functional testing performed in
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this Surveillance to
provide cosylete test1ng of the assused safety functions.

The 1 sonth Frequency is based on the need. to perfora this
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance sere rforsed fifth the reactor at

ra . ence as shee e cmponen usua y pass
e Surveillance ~ perforsed at the 18 sooth Frequency.

REFERENCES 1.. FSAR, Figure 8.4-i.

2. FSAR, Section 6.5.

3. FSAR, Section 8.5.I.

FSAR, Chapter 14.

5. NC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Stateeent on Technical
Specification Isproveeents, July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-208
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RPS Electric Power Monitoring
B 3.3-8.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIREQEN

)))3.). ) { )) ))

The I month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were erformed with the reactor at ower.

pera ng exper ence a s own at t ese components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the IS month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7.2.3.2.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

BFN-UNIT 2 B 3.3-217 Amendment *Rl
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S/RVs
8 3.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

(continued)

yX~sevt-A

SR 3.4.3.2

A manual actuation of each required S/RV is performed to
verify that, mechanically, the valve is functioning properly
and no blockage exists in the valve discharge line. This
can be demonstrated by the response of the turbine control
valves or bypass valves, by a change in the measured steam
flow, or by any other method suitable to verify steam flow.
Adequate reactor steam dome pressure must be available to
perform this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also,
adequate steam flow must be passing through the main turbine
or turbine bypass valves to continue to control reactor
pressure when the S/RVs divert steam flow upon opening.
Sufficient time is therefore allowed after the required
pressure is achieved to perform this test. Adequate
pressure at which this test is to be performed is 920 psig
(the pressure recommended by the valve manufacturer)..
Adequate steam flow is represented by at least 3 turbine
bypass valves open. Plant startup is allowed prior to
performing this test because valve OPERABILITY and the
setpoints for overpressure protection are verified, per ASHE
Code requirements, prior to valve installation. Therefore,
this SR is modified by a Note that states the Surveillance
is not required to be performed until 12 hours after reactor
steam pressure and flow are adequate to perform the test.
The 12 hours allowed for manual actuation after the required
pressure is reached is sufficient to achieve stable
conditions for testing and provides a reasonable time to
complete the SR. If a valve fails to actuate due only to
the failure of the solenoid but is capable of opening on
overpressure, the safety function of the S/RV is considered
OPERABLE.

The 18 month Frequency was developed based- on the S/RV tests
required by the ASHE Boiler ure Vessel Code
Section XI Ref. 3 perating experience as s own t at

ese components usually pass the Surveillance whe
erformed at the 18 month Frequency. ere ore, the
requency was conc u e to e a able from a re1iability

standpoint.

(continued)
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREMENTS

T>mitt A

SR 3.5. .6 SR 3.5. 1.7 and SR 3.5. 1.8 (continued)

operating ranges of the system. Additionally, adequate
steam flow must be passing thr ough the main turbine or
turbine bypass valves to continue t'o control reactor
pressure when the HPCI System diverts steam flow. Reactor
steam pressure must be a 920 psig to perform SR 3.5.1.7 and
> 150 psig to perform SR 3.5.1.8. Adequate steam flow is
represented by reactor'ower a 2.5% for SR 3.5.1.7 and at
least two turbine bypass valves open for SR 3.5. 1.8.
Therefore, sufficient time is allowed after adequate
pressure and flow are achieved to perform these tests.
Reactor startup is allowed prior to performing the low
pressure Surveillance test because the reactor pressure is
low and the time allowed to satisfactorily perform the
Surveillance test is short. Alternately, the low pressure
Surveillance test may be performed prior to startup using an
auxiliary steam supply. The reactor pressure fs allowed to
be increased to normal operating pressure since it is
assumed that the low pressure test has been satisfactorily
completed and there is no indication or reason to 'believe
that HPCI is inoperable.

Therefore, SR 3.5.1.7 and SR 3.5.1.8 are modified by Notes
that state the Surveillances are not required to be
performed until 12 hours after the reactor steam pressure
and flow are adequate to perform the test.

The Frequency for SR 3.5.1.6 and SR 3.5.1.7 is in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program requirements. The

month Frequency for SR 3.5.1.8 is based on the need to
perform the Surveillance under the conditions that apply
ust rior urin a startu from a lant o
pera ng experience has s own a ese components usuall
ass the SR when e o at the 18 month Fre uenc , w sc
s ased on the refueling cyc e. erefore, t e requency

was concluded to be acceptable fr om a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.5. .9

The ECCS subsystems are required to actuate automatically to
perform their design functions. This Surveillance verifies
that, with a required system initiation signal (actual or

(continued)
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ECCS —Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

simulated), the automatic initiation logic of HPCI, CS, and
LPCI will cause the systems or, subsystems to operate as
designed, including actuation of the system throughout its
emergency operating sequence, automatic pump startup and
actuation of all automatic valves to their required
positions. This SR also ensures that the HPCI System
willautomatically restart on an RPV low-low water level
(Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV high water
level (Level 8) trip and that the suction is automatically
transferred from the CST to the suppression pool. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5. 1 overlaps
this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function.

The month 'Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the en rformed't the 18 month Fre uenc , c

ased on the re ue ng cyc e. There ore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel
in5ection/spray during the Surveillance. Since all active
components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by
recirculation through the test line, coolant injection into
the RPV is not required during the Surveillance.

SR 3.5. . 0

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional test is performed to demonstr ate that
the mechanical portions of the ADS function'(i.e.,
solenoids) operate as designed when initiated either by an
actual or simulated initiation signal, causing proper
actuation of all the required components. SR 3.5.1. 11 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1
overlap this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function.

(continued)
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

2q.

(Ipse'A

SR 3.5.1.10 (continued)

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Survei e were erformed with the reac t ower.
Operating exper ence as wn a t ese components usua y

ass the S when erf d at the 18 month Fre uenc whse
s ased on the re ueling cyc e.. ere ore, t e requency

was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

SR 3.5.

A manual actuation of each ADS valve is performed to verify
that the valve and solenoid are functioning properly and
that no blockage exists in the S/RV discharge lines. This
is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control or
bypass valve or by a change in the measured flow or by
any other method suitable to verify steam flow. Adequate
reactor steam dome pressure must be available to perform
this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also, adequate steam
flow must be passing through the main turbine or turbine
bypass valves to continue to control reactor pressure when
the ADS valves divert steam flow upon opening. Sufficient
time is therefore allowed after the required pressure and
flow are achieved to perform this SR. Adequate pressure at
which this SR is to be performed is 920 psig (the pressure
recoamended by the valve manufacturer). Adequate steam flow
is represented by at least 3 turbine bypass valves open.
Reactor startup is allowed prior to performing this SR
because valve OPERABILITY and the setpoints for overpressure
protection are verified, per ASIDE requirements, prior to
valve installation. Therefore, this SR is modified by a
Note that states the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and
flow are adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed
for manual actuation after the required pressure is reached
is sufficient to achieve stable conditions and provides
adequate time to complete the Surveillance. SR 3.5.1.10 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5. 1

(continued)
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ECCS —Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

overlap this Surveillance to rovide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. Zy
The Frequency. of 1 nths is based on the need to perform
the Surveillance under the conditions that ap ust prior
to or durin a startu a lant outage. perating
exper ence as s own that these componen s usual1 ass the
SR when erformed at the 18 month Fr uen whic s ased
on e re ue ng c . ere ore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a .reliability standpoint.

Zf
Verification every 8 months of the automatic transfer
capability between the normal and alternate power supply
(480 V shutdown boards) for the RMOV boards which supply
power for each LPCI subsystem inboard injection valve and
each recirculation pump discharge valve demonstrates that AC
electrical power is available to operate these valves
following loss of power to one of the 4 kV shutdown boards.
The ability to provide power to the inboard injection valve
and the recirculation pump discharge valve from two
independent 4 kV shutdown boards ensures that single failure
of an EDG will not result in the failure of both LPCI pumps
in one subsystem. Therefore, the failure of the automatic
transfer capability will result n the inoperability of the
affected LPCI subsystem. The onth Frequency has been
found to be acceptable based on e gineering judgment and
operating experience.

29.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.4.3.

2. FSAR, Section 6.4.4.

3. FSAR, Section 6.4.1.

FSAR, Section 6.4.2.

5. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

(continued)
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4 (continued)

reactor steam pressure and flow are adequate to perform the
test. 2f
A 92 day Frequency for SR 3.5.3.3 is consiste t with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. 1 nth
Frequency for SR 3.5.3.4 is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under conditions that appl st rior to or
during a startup from lant outa Operat ng xperience

as own ese componen s usuall ass n
performed at the 18 month Fre uenc c is based on the
re ue ing cyc e. There ore, e requency was concluded to
be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.5.3.5

The RCIC System is required to actuate automatically in
order to perform its design function satisfactorily. This
Surveillance verifies that, with a required system
initiation signal (actual or simulated), the automatic
initiation logic of the RCIC System will cause the system to
operate as designed, including actuation of the system
throughout its emergency operating sequence; that is,
automatic pump startup and actuation of all automatic valves
to their required positions. This test also ensures the
RCIC System will automatically restart on an RPV low-low
water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV
high water level (Level 8) trip. The LOGIC SYSTEH
FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.2 overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillanc er h the reactor at ower.
perating experience has shown that ese componen s usua ly

pass the SR when erformed at the 18 month Fre uenc , w c
s ase on e refue ng cyc e. ere ore, e requency

was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

(continued)
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Primary Containment
8 3.6.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~8..1..l ( I ~ )

this SR. The impact of the failure to meet this SR must be
evaluated against the Type A, B, and C acceptance criteria
of the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. As
left leakage prior to the first startup after performing a
required leakage test is required to be < 0.6 L..for
combined Type B and C leakage,. and < 0.75 L, for overall
Type A leakage. At all other times between required leakage
rate tests, the acceptance criteria is based on an overall
Type A leakage limit of a 1.0 L,.—At w 1.0 L, the offsite
dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of the
safety analysis. The Frequency is specified in the Primary
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SR 3.6.1.1.

Satisfactory performance of this SR can be achieved by
establishing a known differential pressure between the
drywell and the suppression chamber and verifying that the
pressure in either the suppression chamber or the drywell
does not change by more than 0.25 inch of water per minute
ov 1 inute period. The leakage test is performed
every 1 months. The 1 month Frequency was developed
considering it is pruden that this Surveillance be

outage and also in view of the fac
that might have affected this test
primary containment SRs.

performed during a unit
that component failures
are identified by other

Maintaining the pressure suppression function of primary
containment requires limiting the leakage from the drywell
to the suppression chamber. Thus, if an event vere to occur
that pressurized the drywell, the steam would be directed
through the downcomers into the suppression pool. This SR

measures drywell to suppression chamber differential
pressure during a 10 minute period to ensure that the
leakage paths that would bypass the suppression pool are
within allowable limits.

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REqUI REAGENTS

(continued)

nsev-

SR 3.6.1.3.7

Automatic PCIVs close on a primary containment isolation
signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
primary containment following a OBA. This SR ensures that
each automatic PCIV will actuate to its isolation position
on a primary containment isolation signal. The, LOGIC SYSTEN 2.+
FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.1.overlaps this ~R to rovide
complete testing of the safety function. The 1 ont
Frequency was developed constdering it is prudent that this
Surveillance be performed only during a unit outage 'since
isolation of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow
and disrupt the no al o er ation of man cri
corn onents perating experience as s own that these
components usually pass this Surveillance when erformed a
the 18 month Frequency. erefore, e requency was
conc .u e o e accep able from a reliability standpoint.

i~a~ss~< >

SR 3.6.1.3.8

This SR requires a demonstration that each reactor
instrumentation line excess flow check valve (EFCV) is
OPERABLE by verifying that the valve actuates to the
isolation position on an actual or simulated instrument line
break signal. This SR provides assurance that the
instrumentation line EFCVs will perform so that the
radiological consequences will not. exceed the predicted
radiolo ical conse ue ces during events evaluated in
eference . e month Frequency is based on the need to

perform this Surve lance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were erformed with the
reactor at ower. Operating experience as s own that these
components usua y pass this Surveillance when erformed at
the 18 month Fre uenc . here ore, e requency was
conc u e o be accepta le from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.1.3.9

The TIP shear isolation valves are actuated by explosive
charges. An in place functional test is not possible with
this design. The explosive squib is removed and tested to
provide assurance that the valves will actuate when

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REg UIREHENTS

required. The replacement charge for the explosive squib
shall be from the same manufactured batch as the one fired
or from another batch that has been certified by havin one
of the batch successfully fired. The Frequency of l nths
on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is considered adequate give the
administrative controls on replacement charges and the
frequent checks of circuit continuity (SR 3.6.1.3.4).

2~ )

S 3.6. .3.10

The analyses in References 1 and 5 are based on leakage that
is less than the specified leakage rate. Leakage through
each NSIV must be a 11.5 scfh when tested at a P, (25 psig).
This ensures that MSIV leakage is properly accounted for in
determining the overall primary containment leakage rate.
The Frequency is specified in the Priaary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Prograa.

3 3

Surveillance of water tested lines ensures that sufficient
inventory will be available to provide a sealing function
for at least 30 days at a pressure of 1.1 Pa. Sufficient
inventory ensures there is no path for leakage of primary
containment atwosphere to the environment following a DBA.
Leakage from containment isolation valves that terminate
below the suppression pool water level say be excluded from
the total leakage provided a sufficient fluid inventory is
available as described in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B.

Leakage through valves in closed loop seismic class I lines
that are considered as extensions of primary containment
present no potential for leakage to the environment.
Leakage from these valves will be measured, .but will be
excluded when computing the total leakage. This leakage
will be reported as required by the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

(continued)
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Suppression Chamber-to ywell Vacuum Breakers
B 3.6.1.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.6. .6.2

Each required (i.e., required to be OPERABLE for opening)
vacuum breaker aust be cycled to ensure that it opens
adequately to perform its design function and returns to the
fully closed position. This ensures that the safety
analysis assumptions are valid. The Inservice Testing
Program Frequency is based on operating experience that has
demonstrated that the Frequency is adequate to assure
OPERABILITY.

SR 3.6.1.6.3

Verification of the differential pressure required to open Z,V
the vacuum breaker is necessary to ensure that the safety
analysis assumption regarding vacuum breaker ful o
differential pressure of 0.5 psid is valid. The 8 nth
Frequency is based on the need to parfum this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an'unplanned transient if the Surveillance
w erformed with the reactor at po r. crating
exper ence as s own ese componen s usually pass the

llance whe at an 18 aenth Fre uenc . The
month requency is furt er us ied cause o other

surveillances performed at shorter Frequencies that convey
the proper functioning status of each vacuum breaker.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.2.

2. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

3. Technical Requirements Manual.
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

'

SR 3.6.4. 1.3'nd SR 3.6.4.1.4 (continued)

if the secondary containment boundary is not intact.
SR 3.6.4.1.4 demonstrates that two SGT subsystems can
maintain a '0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge at a stable
flow rate < 12,000 cfm. Both of these SRs are performed
under neutral (< 5 mph) wind conditions. Therefore, these
two tests are used to ensure secondary containment boundary
integrity. Since these SRs are secondary containment tests,
they need not be performed with each combination of SGT
subsystems. The SGT subsystems are tested on a STAGGERED

+ ,A '. TEST BASIS, however, to ensure that in addition to theX<s<y " '+ requ1reuents of.LCO 3.6'.6.3 any tuo SOT sobs steus u111
perform this test. Operating exper ence as s own these

omponents usua y pass the. Surveillance when erf
the 18 mon Fre ue c ere ore, t e requency was
conc u ed to,be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

4. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,'uly 23, 1993.
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

d)

assumed in the safety analyses. The Frequency of this SR is
92 days.

SR 3.6.4.2.

Verifying that each automatic SCIV closes on a secondary
containment isolation signal is required to prevent leakage
of radioactive material from secondary containment following
a DBA or other. accidents. This SR ensures that each
automatic SCIV will actuate to the isolation position on a
secondary containment isolation signal. The LOGIC SYSTBl +~FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.2, 'Secondary Containment
Isolation Instrumentation," overlaps this SR .t r ovide
complete testing of the safety function. The nt
Frequency is based on the need to perfore this urseillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if e urveillance
were performed with the reactor at Operating
ex ence as s own ese components usually pass the

lance when o at the 18 month C ~

Therefore, e requency was conclu e to acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

3. Technical Requirements Hanual.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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SGT System
B 3.6.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REg U IREHENTS

flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
This SR will also include a chemical smoke test to check the
sealing of gaskets for filter housing doors.

Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.6.4.3.3

This SR verifies that each SGT subsystem starts on receiptihagi"g g , of an actua1 or sinulated initiation signal. Nhile this
Surv illance can be performed wi the r actor ower,

I operating exper ence as s own that these components usua y
pass the Surveillance when erformed at the'8 wonth
re uenc . e L EN FU n 3.3.6.2,

'Secon ary Containment Isolation Instrumentation,'verlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety
function. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable fro@ a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.4.3.4

This SR verifies that the SGT decay. heat discharge dampers
are in the correct position. This ensures that the decay
heat removal mode of SGT System operation is available.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 12 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES l. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41.

2. FSAR, Section 5.3.3.7.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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EECM System and UHS
8 3.7.2

BASES

SuRVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.3 (continued)

Operating experience has shown that these components will
usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 m

Frequenc ere ore, t t quency >s concluded to be
a cep a e from a reliability st'andpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 5.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. FSAR, Section .10. 10.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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CREV System
B 3.7.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

SR 3.7.3.4 (continued)

with respect to the outdoors to prevent unfiltered
inleakage. The CREV System 'is designed to maintain this
positive pressure at a flow rate of z 2700 cfm and
z 3300 cfm to the/control room in the pressurization mode.
The Frequency of Qg) months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with industry practice and other filtration
systems SRs.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10. 12.

2. FSAR, Chapter 10.

3. FSAR, Chapter 14.

4. FSAR, .Section 14.6.

5. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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ontrol Room AC System
B 3.7.4

BASES

ACTIONS 0. 1 0.2. 1 0.2.2 and 0.2.3 (continued)

An alternative to Required Action D. 1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require isol'ation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
risk.

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission
product release. Actions must continue until the OPORVs are
suspended.,

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.4.1

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the
system is sufficient to remove the control room heat loa,d
assumed in the safety analyses. The.SR consists of a
combination of testing and calculation. T onth
Frequency is appropriate since significant degradation of
the Control Room AC System is not expected over this time
period.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10;12.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Pol,icy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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M Turbine Bypass Sys:em
B 3.7.5

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued) If the Hain Turbine Bypass System cannot be restored to

OPERABLE status or the APLHGR and MCPR limits for an
inoperable Hain Turbine Bypass System are not applied,
THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 25K RTP. As discussed in
the Applicability section, operation at < 25K RTP results in
sufficient margin to the required limits, and the Main
Turbine Bypass System is not required to protect fuel
integrity during abnormal operational transients. The
4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.5.1

Cycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete
cycle of full travel demonstrates that the valves .are
mechanically OPERABLE and will function when required. The
31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
SR when performed at the 31 day Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.5.2

The Hain Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate
automatically to perform its design function. This SR

demonstrates that, with the required system initiation
signals the valves will actuate to their required position.
Th 1 month. Frequency is based on the need to perform this
urveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit

outage and because of,the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
rea tor at power. Operating experience has shown the
1 month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle,
>s acceptable from a reliabil'ity standpoint.

(continued)
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M Turoine Bypass System
8 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.7.5.3

This SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
is in compliance with the assumptions of the appropriate
safety analysis. The response time limits are specified in
the cycle specific transient analyses performed to support
the preparation of FSAR, Appendix N Supplemental Reload
Licensing Report (Ref. 4). The 1 onth Frequency is based
on the need to perform this Survei ance un er e
conditions that apply during a unit outage and because of
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the r t r at power. Operatin'g
experience has shown the 1 onth Frequency, which is based
on the refuel.ing cycle, is cceptable,from a reliability
standpoint.

2V

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7. 11.3.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.5. 1. 1.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

4. FSAR, Appendix N.
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

" i"" d)

1 month Frequency is consistent with the recoaeendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This SR is modified by a Note. In order to ensure that the
OG is tested under load conditions that are as close to
design basis conditions as possible, the Note requires that,if synchronized to offsite power, testing must be performed
using a power factor a 0.9. This power factor is chosen to
be representative of the actual design basis inductive
loading that the OG would experience.

r
VlSZFL

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically
starts from the design basis actuation signal (LOCA signal).
This test will also verify the start of the Unit 3 DGs

aligned to the SGT and CREV Systems on an accident. signal
from Unit 2. In order to minimize the number of DGs
involved in testing, demonstration of automatic starts of
the Unit 3 DGs on an accident signal from Unit 2 may be
performed in con)unction with testing to demonstrate
automatic star of the Unit 3 DGs on an accide
from Unit Opera ng exper ence as s own that these
components usually pass the SR when erformed at the,
18 month Frequenc . ere ore, t e requency s accep able

rom a re a ty standpoint.

To minimize wear and tear on the OGs, this SR has been
modified by a Note which permits OG starts to be preceded by
an engine prelube period followed by a warmup period.

SR 3.8.1.7

Demonstration once per 8 months that the DGs can start and
run continuously at full load capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours —22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the OG, and 2 hours
of which fs at a load equivalent to 105 percent to 110
percent of the continuous duty rating of the OG. The OG

starts for this Surveillance can be performed either from
standby or hot conditions. The provisions for prelube and

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE
RE( VIREAGENTS

5""4)
warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.1; and for gradual loading,
discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, are applicable to this SR.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor
< 0.9. This power factor is chosen to be representative of
the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG could
experience. A load band is provided to avoid routine
overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may result in
more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
.recoseendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.

r ~

The CU|month Frequency is consistent with the
recoaeendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary power factor
transients above the limit do not invalidate the test.

S 3.8. .8

Under accident conditions (and loss of offsite power) loads
are sequentially connected to the shutdown boards by
automatic individual pump timers. The individual pump
timers control the permissive and starting signals to motor
breakers to prevent overloading of the DGs due to high motor
starting currents. This SR is demonstrated by performance
of SR 3.3.5.1.5 for the Core Spray and LPCI pump timers, SR
3.7.2.3 for the EECQ pump timer s, and SR 3.8.1.9.b for the
480 V load shed logic timers. The allowable values for
these timers ensure that sufficient time exists for the DG

to restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the next
load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2
provides a sumary of th utomatic loading of ESF shutdown
boards. Zf.
The Frequency of 1 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Z9.

R 3.8. .9

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the as designed operation of
the standby power sources during a loss of offsite power
actuation test signal in con)unction with an ECCS initiation
signal. This test verifies all actions encountered from the
loss of offsite power in con3unction with an ECCS initiation
signal, including shedding of the nonessential loads and
energization of the 4.16 kV shutdown boards and respective
loads from the DG. It further demonstrates the capability
of the DG to automatically achieve the required voltage and
frequency within the specified time.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to.
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the
DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these
loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For
instance, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) injection
valves are not desired to be stroked open, some systems are
not capable of being operated at full flow, and RHR systems
performing a decay heat removal function are not desired to
be realigned to the ECCS Node of operation. In lieu of
actual demonstration of the connection and loading of these
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the
DG system to perform these functions is acceptable. This
testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the tire connection and loading
sequence is verified.

The Frequency of 1 months takes into consideration plant
conditions require to perform the Surveillance and is
inten to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length
of 18 months.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil

(continued)
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OC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REqUI REHENTS

SR 3.8.4.1 (continued)

in a fully charged state, while supplying adequate power to
the connected DC loads. The voltage requirements are based
on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery
sizing calculations. The 7 day Frequency is consistent
with manufacturer recoaeendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 7).

SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.5

Battery charger capability requirements are based on the
design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 8), the battery charger supply
is required to be based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The minimum required
amperes and verification of the charger's ability to
recharge the battery ensures that these requirements can be
satisfied.

SR 3.8.4.2 verifies that the chargers are capable of
charging the batteries after their designed duty cycle
testing.and ensures that the chargers will perform their
design function. This SR is modified by a Note that allows
performance of SR 3.8.4.5 fn lieu of this Surveillance
requirement. SR 3.8.4.5 verifies that the chargers are
capable of charging the batteries after each discharge test
and ensures that the chargers are capable of performing at
maximum out ut . .4.2 is performed at the same

requency as the month service test (SR 3.8.4.3), while
SR 3.8.4.5 is pe ormed following the 60 month battery
discharge test (SR 3.8.4.4).

SR 3.8.4.5 is modified by a Note. The Note is added to this
SR to acknowledge that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy the Surveillance.

(continued)
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~C Sources —Operating
8 3.8.4

SURVEIL'LANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(contin'ued)

2.+

SR 3.8.4.3

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duvy cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The
discharge rate and test length corresponds to the design
duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 4.

The Fre uency o 18 months is consistent with the
oamen a o ory ui e . 2 (Re . and

Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 9), which state, in part, that
the battery service test should be performed with interv ls
between tests not to exceed 18 months

/ &

r
R
O

' A

\

j
F

This SR is modified by a Note that allows the performance of
a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service
test once per 60 months. The modified performance discharge
test is a simulated duty cycle consisting of just two rates;
the one minute rate published for the battery or the largest
current load of the duty cycle, followed by the test rate
employed for the performance test, both of which envelope
the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours
removed by a rated one minute discharge represents a very
small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can be
changed to that for the performance test without
compromising the results of the performance discharge test.
The battery terminal voltage for the modified performance
discharge test should remain above the minimum battery
terminal voltage specified in the battery service test for
the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for
the modified performance discharge test should be identical
to those specified for a service test.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

I REFERENCES
(continued)

3. IEEE Standard 308.

4. FSAR, Sections 8.5 and 8.6.

5. FSAR, Chapters 6 and 14.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.93.

7. IEEE Standard 450-1995.

8. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

10. IEEE Standard 485, 1983.

11. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Poli'cy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements,'uly 23, 1993.
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES

SR . .7.7 and SR 3. .7.8SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(contfnued)

Demonstrating that all piping between the boron solution
storage tank and the suction inlet to the injection pumps is
unblocked ensures that there is a functioning flow path for
injecting the sodium pentaborate solution. An acceptable
method for verifying that the suction piping is unblocked is
to pump from the storage tank to the storage tank. The

nth Frequency is acceptable since there is a low
o ability that the subject piping will be blocked due to

precipitation of the boron from solution in the piping or by
other means.

These Surveillances ensure that there is a functioning flow
path from the boron solution storage tank to the RPV,
including the firing of an explosive valve. The replacement
charge for the explosive valve shall be from the same
manufactured batch as the one fired or from another batch
that has been certified by having one .of that batch
successfully fired. Additionally, replacement charges sha11
be selected such that the age of charge in service shall not
exceed five years from the manufacturer's assembly date.
The pump and explosive valve tested should be alternated

uch that both complete ow aths are tested ever
36 nths at alternating I nt nterva s. e

+g urveillance way be perforeed in separate steps to prevent
injecting boron into the RPV. An acceptable method for
verifying flow from the pump to the RPV to
demineralized water from a test ank rough one LC
subsystem and into the RPV. T e nth Frequency is based
on the need to perform this Surveillance under the'
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the
potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillancei were erformed with the reactor at power. perating
exper ence as s own ese compo s usually pass the
Surveillance when ormed at the 18 month Fre uenc

ere ore, e requency was conc u e o accep a le from
a reliability standpoint.

SR 3. .7.9

The enriched sodium pentaborate solution is made by
combining stoichiometric .quantities of borax and boric acid
in demineralized water. Isotopic tests on these chemicals

(continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREQENTS

' to verify t e actual B-10 enrichment must be performed at
least every n s and after addition of boron to the SLC
tank in order to ensure that the proper B-10 atom percentage
is being used and SR 3.1.7.5 will be met. The sodium
pentaborate enrichment must be calculated within 24 hours
and verified by analysis within 30 days.

SR 3. .7.10

SR 3.1.7.10 verifies that each valve in the system is in its
correct position, but does not apply to the squib (i.e.,
explosive) valves. Verifying the correct alignment for

~ manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the SLC
System Flowpath provides assurance that the proper flow
paths will exist for system operation. A valve is also
allowed to be in the nonaccident position provided it can be
aligned to the accident position from the control room, or
locally by a dedicated operator at the valve control. This
is acceptable since the SLC System is a manually, initiated
system. This surveillance also does not apply to valves
that are locked, sealed,. or otherwise secured in position
since they are verified to be in the correct position prior
to locking, sealing or securing. This verification of valve
alignment does not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct
position. This SR does not apply to valves that cannot be
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. The 31 day
Frequency is based on engineering judgment and is consistent
with the procedural controls governing valve operation that
ensures correct valve positions.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.62.

2. FSAR, Section 3.8.4.

3. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3. .8.3

SR 3. 1.8.3 is an integrated test of the SDV vent and drain
valves to verify total system performance. After receipt of
a simulated or actual scram signal, the closure of the SDV
vent and drain valves is verified. The closure time of
60 seconds after receipt of a scram signal is acceptable
based on, the bounding analysis .for release of reactor
coolant outside containment (Ref. 2). Similarly, after
receipt of a simulated or actual scram reset signal, the
opening of the SDV vent and drain valves is verified. The
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.1.1 and the scram
time testing of control rods in LCO 3.1.3 overlap this
Surveillance to provide~omplete testing of the assumed
sa e y unct on. Q@eonth Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if t e Surveillan e were erformed with
the reactor at ow . Operat ng exper ence as s own t ese
compo ents usua y pass the Surveillance, when erformed at
the 18 month Fre uenc ; ere ore, e requency was
conc u accep able from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 3.4.5.3.1.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.5.

3. 10 CFR 100.

4. FSAR, Section 6.5.

5. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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RPS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

3.3.
(continued)

SR 3 3. 'R

interface connections into the RPS trip systems from the
voter channels. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent
with the assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint
methodology. The 184 day Frequency of SR 3.3. 1.1.16 for the
APN Functions is based on the reliability analysis of
Reference 12. (NOTE: The actual voting logic of the 2-out-
of-4 Voter Function is tested as part of SR 3.3.I.I.II.) A
Note for SR 3.3. 1. 1.)6 is provided that requires the APJN
Function 2.a SR to be,perforwed within '12 hours of entering
NRE 2 from MOOE I. Testing of the MOOE 2 APfN Function
cannot be performed in NEE I without utilizing jumpers or

,lifted leads. This Note allows entry into MOOE 2 from MOOE
I ff the associated frequency fs not met per SR 3.0.2.
Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in
consideration of providing a reasonable time in which to
coeplete the SR.

The 184 day Frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.16 for the scraw pilot
afr header low pressure trip function fs based on the
functional reliability previously demonstrated by this
function, the need for minimizing the radiation exposure
associated with the functional testing of this functfon, and
the increased risk to plant availabflity while the plant fs
in a half-scraw.condition during the performance of the
functional 'testing versus the limited increase in
reliability that would be obtained by the more frequent
functional testing.

The 1 month Frequency of SR 3.3. 1. 1.12 is based on the need
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at ower. perating exper>ence as s own . a ese

t iyp th I F11 ~hf 4 t
.the 18 month Frequency..

3. . . .9 SR 3.3. 1. 1. 10 and SR 3. . . .

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies that the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary

(continued)
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RPS Instrunentatfon
8 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Xn~av4-A j

The LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The functional testing of control rods
(LCO 3. 1.3), and SOV vent and drain valves (LCO 3. 1.8),
overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete testing of
the assumed safety function.

The month Frequency fs based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient ff the
Surveilla were performed with the reactor at o r
perating exper>ence as s own that these components usually

pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST for APN Functfon 2.e
simulates APRH trip conditions at the 2-out-of-4 voter
channel inputs to check all combinations of two tripped
inputs to the 2-out-of-4 logic in the voter channels and
APN related redundant, RPS relays.

R 3.3.

This SR ensures that scrajws initiated from the Turbine Stop
Valve - Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure - Low 'Functions will not be inadvertently
bypassed when THE|NAL POIER is z 30% RTP. This involves
calibration of the bypass channels. Adequate margins for
the instrument setpoint methodologies are incorporated into
the actual setpoint.

If any bypass channel's setpoint is nonconservatfve (i.e.,
the Functions are bypassed at a 30% RTP, either due to open
main turbine bypass valve(s) or other reasons), then the
affected Turbine Stop Valve - Closure and Turbine Control
Valve Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure —Low Functions are
considered inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass channel
can be placed in the conservative condition (nonbypass). If
placed in the nonbypass condition (Turbine Stop
Valve -Closure and Turbfne Control Valve Fast Closure, Trip
Oil Pressure- Low Functions are enabled), this SR is met and
the channel is considered OPERABLE.

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instruacntation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

1.6

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Node
Switch —Shutdown Posit1on Function to ensure that the entire
channel will perform the 1ntended function. The CHANNEL
FUHCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Node Switch - Shutdown
Positfon Function is perforINd by atteapting to withdraw any
control rod with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
posit1on and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until I hour after the reactor aede switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this interlock w1th
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be 2Q
performed without using Jumpers, lifted leads, or mov b
links. This allows entry into NODES 3 and 4 if th 8 nth
Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The I hour allowance 1s
based on operating experience and in consideration of
roviding a reasonable time in which to complete the SRs.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perfore this Q
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant i i
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveilla were erforlaed with the reactor at ower.

pera fng exper ence as s own ese componen s usua y pass
the Surveillance when perfo the 8 month requency.

7

The RN will only enforce the proper control rod sequence if
the rod sequence is properly input into the RW computer.
This SR ensures that the proper sequence is loaded into the
RQl so that it can perfora its intended function. The
Surveillance is performed once prior to declaring RN
OPERABLE following loading of sequence into RN, since this
is when rod sequence input errors are possible.

(continued)
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Feedwater and Main Turbine High ifater Leve1 Trip Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE(U IREMENTS

(continued)

R 3.3. . .3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.2. .4

Z| ~crt

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the feedwater and
main turbine valves is included as part of this Surveillance
and overlaps the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. Therefore, g9»if a valve is incapable of operating, the ass iate
instrumentation would also be inoperable. T 8 nth
Frequency is based on the need to perform this urveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if Surveillance
were rformed w he reactor at ower. Operat ng
experience as shown tha ese components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Fre uenc .

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.5.7.

2. GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed Out-Of-Service Times for
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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Backup Control System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES,

ACTIONS
(continued)

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
required Functions of the Backup Control System is
inoperable. This includes any Function listed in
Table B 3.3.3.2-1, as well as the control and transfer
switches.

The Required Action is to restore the Function to OPERABLE
status within 30 days. The Completion Time is based on
operating experience and the low probability of an event
that would require evacuation of the control room.

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be 'brought to a MODE
in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

t

SR 3.3.3.

SR 3.3.3.2.1 verifies each required Backup Control System
transfer switch and control circuit performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the backup
control panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of the
equipment from the backup control panel is not necessary.
The Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a
continuity check. This will ensure that if the control room
becomes inaccessible, the plant can be placed and maintained
in MODE, 3 from the ackup control anel and the local
contr st pera sng experience emons ra es that

ac up Control System control channels usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

(continued)
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cQC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

("" '""4)
The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.1.4

ZtiSert-A

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as a part of this test, overlapping the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, to provide complete testing of the
associated safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is

2$ incapable of operating, the associated instrument channe1(s)
would also be inoperable.

Th 8 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve llance under the conditions that apply duriag a plant
outage and the, potential'or an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were erformed with the reactor

pera ng exper ence as s own ese components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Figure 7.9-2 (EOC-RPT logic diagram).

2. FSAR, Section 7.9.4.5.

3. FSAR, Sections 14.5.1.1 and 14.5.1.3.

4. FSAR, Section 4.3.5.

5. GENE-7/0-06-1, "Bases For Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals And Allowed Out-Of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

6. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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aiQS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3-3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM .FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel(s)
would be inoperable.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S rveillance were performed with the. reactor at ower.

~ Opera ng experi nce as s own t ese components usua y pass '

the Surveillance when performed at the )8 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR Section 7.19. .

'2. GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for .Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

tI d)

Surveillance to complete testing of the assumed safety
g+ I function.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
S rveillance were performed with the reactor ower.

pera ing experience as s own at these components usually-
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. . FSAR, Section 8.5.

2. FSAR, Section 6.5.

3.

4.

FSAR, Chapter 14.

NEDC-30936-P-A, "BMR Owners'roup Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation
Instrumentation, Part. 2," December 1988.

5..NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

6. NUREG-0737, "Clarification of THI Action Plan
Requirements,'ctober 31, 1980.
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RCIt. System Instrumentation
8 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.5.2.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.3 is based upon the assumption
of an 18 month calibration interval in the determination of
the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.5.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the safety function.

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
urveillance were performed with the reactor at

Opera ng e ie as s own a ese components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. GENE-770-06-2, "Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications," February 1991.

2. NRC No. 93-1D2, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," Duly 23, 1993.
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.Primary Containment elation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.'1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(conti'nued)

ZASErt.

SR 3.3.6.1.6

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required i'solation logic for a specific
channel. The, system functional testing performed on PCIVs
.in LCO 3.6. 1.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide
complete testing of the assumed safety function. The 'LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include a calibration of time
delay rela s and t e s necessary for proper functioning of

e . ogsc. The 1 month Frequency is based on the need to
perform. this Surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed. at the Frequency provided.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.5.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. NEDO-31466, "Technical Specification Screening
Criteria Application and Risk Assessment,"
November 1987.

4. FSAR, Section 4.9.3.

5. NEDC-31677P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,"
July 1990.

6. NEDC-30851P-A Supplement 2, "Technical Specifications
Improvement Analysis .for BWR Isolation Instrumentation
Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," March 1989.

(continued)
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Secondary Containment IsMlation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.6.2.2 (continued)

This Surveillance for Functions 3 and 4 shall consist of
verifying the High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) voltage at
the sensor and convertors (detectors) is within'ts design
limits. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST as defined in Section
1.1, "Definitions" shall be performed once per 18 months as
part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION for Functions 3 and 4.

SR 3.3.6.2.3

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The f'requency of SR 3.3.6.2.3 is based on the magnitude of
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.2.4

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required isolation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed on SCIVs
and the SGT System in LCO 3.6.4.2 and LCO 3.6.4.3,
respectively, overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the assumed safety function.

The 1 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown that these components usua ly
pass the Surveillance when erformed at the 18 Ninth
Fre uenc . erefore, e requency was un o e
accepta e from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)
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CREV system Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIREHENTS

SR 3.3.7.1. 2 (continued)

The Frequency of 92 days is based on the reliability
analyses of References 3 and 4.

This Surveillance for Functions 3 and 4 shall consist of
verifying the High Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) voltage at
the Sensor and Convertors (detector s) is within its design
limits. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST as defined in
Section 1.1, Oefinitions" shall be performed once per
18 months as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION for
Functions 3 and 4.

S0

Q + vl

+p/

0
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SR 3.3.7. 1.3 and SR 3.3.7. 1.5

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. This test verifies the channel
responds to the measured parameter, within the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodol ogy.

The Frequencies are based upon the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.7. 1.4 and SR 3.3.7. 1.6

The LOGIC SYSTEN FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.7.3, "Control Room Emergency Ventilation {CREV)
System," overlaps this Surveillance to provide c'omplete
testing of the assumed sa nction.

The 184 day Fre uenc for ion 5 is based on equipment
capability. onth Frequency for Functions 1, 2, 3,
and 4 is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if h Surveillance
were erfo w h the reactor at powe Operation
experience has shown these componen s usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at their designated Frequencies.

{continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
8 3.3.8.>

BASES

SURYEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.8.1.1 and SR 3.3-8.1.2 (continued)

Any setpoint adjustment shall'e consistent with the
,assumptions of, the current plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency is based upon the calibration interval assumed
in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in
the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.8.1.3

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing. performed in
LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 overlaps this Surveillance to
provide complete test&9 of the assumed safety functions.

Th month. Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plantr outage and the potential for an .unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were erformed'ith the react ower.
Operat>ng experience as own ese components usually. pass
the Survei11ance when performed at the 18 uenc .

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Figure 8.4-4.

2. FSAR, Section ~. ,

3. FSAR, Section 8;5.4.

4. FSAR, Chapter 14.

5. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on, Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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RPS Electric Power Honitoring
6 3.3.8.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REqUIREMENTS

2.+

Zwse~%- A

SR 3.3.8.2.3 (continued)

The 18 month Frequency is based on the 'need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a .plant
outage and the potential for an. unplanned'ransient if the

la were performed with the reactor. at power.
Operating experience as s own at t ese compon sua y
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7.2.3.2.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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S/RVs
B 3.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE(UIREHENTS

(continued)

SR 3.4.3.2

A manual actuation of each required S/RV is performed to
verify that, mechanically, the valve is functioning properly
and no blockage exists in the valve discharge line. This
can be demonstrated by the response of the turbine control
valves or bypass valves, by a change in the measured steam
flow, or by any other method suitable to verify steam flow.
Adequate reactor steam dome pressure must be available to
perform this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also,
adequate steam flow must be passing through the main turbine
or turbine bypass valves to continue to control reactor
pressure when the S/RVs divert steam flow upon opening.
Sufficient time is therefore allowed after the required
pressure is achieved to perform this test. Adequate
pressure at which this test is to be performed is 920 psig
(the pressure recommended by the valve. manufacturer).
Adequate steam flow is represented by at least 3 turbine
bypass valves open. Plant startup is allowed prior to
performing this test because valve. OPERABILITY and the
setpoints for overpressure protection are verified, per ASHE
Code requirements, prior to valve installation. Therefore,
this SR is modified by a Note that states the Surveillance
is not required to be performed until 12 hours after reactor
steam pressure and flow are adequate to perform the test.
The 12 hours allowed for manual actuation after the required
pressure is reached is sufficient to achieve stable
conditions for testing and provides a reasonable time to
complete the SR. If a valve fails to actuate due only to
the failure of the solenoid but is capable of opening on
overpressure, the safety function of the S/RV is considered
OPERABLE.

The 8 month Frequency was developed based on the S/RV tests
required by the ASHE Boiler and Pr re Vessel Code
S etio Ref. 3 Operating experience has shown that
these componen s usually pass the Surveil e
performed at the 18 month Frequenc erefore, the

requency was conc uded to e acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

(continued)
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.I

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

~nsErt A

SR 3.5. .6 SR 3.5. .7 nd SR 3.5. .8 (continued)

steam flow must be passing through the main turbine or
turbine bypass valves to continue to control reactor
pressure when the HPCI System diverts steam flow. Reactor
steam pressure must be a 920 psig to perform SR 3.5.1.7 and
a 150 psig to perform SR 3.5.1.8. Adequate steam flow
isrepresented by reactor power a 2.5'I for SR 3.5.1.7 and at
least two turbine bypass valves open for SR 3.5. 1.8.
Therefore, .sufficient time is allowed after adequate
pressure and flow are achieved to perform these tests.
Reactor startup is allowed prior to performing the low
pressure Surveillance test because the reactor pressure is
low and the time allowed to satisfactorily perform the
Surveillance test is short. Alternately, the low pressure
Surveillance test may be performed prior to startup using an
auxiliary steam supply. The reactor pressure is allowed to
be increased to normal operating pressure since it is
assumed that the low pressure test has been satisfactorily
completed and there is no indication or reason to believe
that HPCI is inoperable.

Therefore, SR 3.5.1.7 and SR 3.5.1.8 are modified by Notes
that state the Surveillances are not required to be
performed until 12 hours after the reactor steam pressure
and flow are adequate to perform the test.

The Frequency for SR 3.5.1.6 and SR 3.5.1.7 is in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program requirements, The

month Frequency for SR 3.5.1.8 is based on the need to
perform the Surveillance under the conditions that apply

to or durin tartu from a lan
Operating exper ence has shown tha ese components usuall
pass the SR when performed at 18 month Fre uenc , whic

ase on e sng cycle. Therefore, e requency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.5. .9

The ECCS subsystems are required to actuate automatically to
perform their design functions. This Surveillance verifies
that, with a required system initiation signal (actual or
simulated), the automatic initiation logic of HPCI, CS, and

(continued)
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

~SII ...9 ( ti dl

LPCI will cause the systems or subsystems to operate as
designed, including actuation of the system throughout its
emergency operating sequence, automatic pump startup and
actuation of all automatic valves to their required
positions. This SR also ensures that the HPCI System will
automatically restart on an RPV low-low water level
(Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV high water
level (Level 8) trip and that the suction is automatically
transferred from the CST to the suppression pool. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3;5. 1 overlaps
this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function.

The month Frequency is based'on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

Operating experience has shown that these components usually
ass the SR when erformed at the 18 month Fre uenc , c

s on the re ue ng cyc e. ere ore, e requency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel
injection/spray during the Surveillance. Since all active
components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by
recirculation through the test line, coolant injection into
the RPV is not required during the Surveillance.

SR 3.5.1.10

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional, test is performed to demonstrate that
the mechanica1 portions of the ADS function (i.e.,
solenoids) operate as designed when initiated either by an
actual or simulated initiation signal, causing proper
actuation of all the required components. SR 3.5. 1. 11 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5. 1

overlap this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function.

{continued)
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ECCS —Operating
B 3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

2+

SR 3.5.1. 10 (continued)

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need- to perform the
Surve llance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at ower.
pera ng exper ence, as shown a ese componen s usua y
ass the SR when erformed at the 18 mont nc , w ic

is ase on e refue ng cyc e. ere ore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

S 3.5.

A manual actuation of each ADS valve is performed to verify
that the valve and solenoid are functioning properly and
that no blockage exists in the S/RV discharge lines. This
is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control or
bypass valve or by a change in the measured flow or by
any other method suitable to verify steam flow. Adequate
reactor steam dome pressure must be available to perform
this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also, adequate steam
flow must be passing through the main turbine or turbine
bypass valves to continue to control reactor pressure when
the ADS valves divert steam flow upon opening. Sufficient
time is therefore allowed after the required pressure and
flow are achieved to perform this SR. Adequate pressure at
which this SR is to be performed is 920 psig (the pressure
recoaeended by the valve manufacturer). Adequate steam flow
is represented by at least 3 turbine bypass valves open.
Reactor startup is allowed prior to performing this SR

because valve OPERABILITY and the setpoints for overpressure
protection ate verified, per ASME requirements, prior to
valve installation. Therefore, this SR is modified by a

Note that states the Surveillance is not required to be
performed until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and
flow are adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed
for manual actuation after the required pressure is reached
is sufficient to achieve stable conditions and provides
adequate time to complete the Surveillance. SR 3.5. 1. 10 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1

(continued)
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ECCS —Operating
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

n

overlap this Surveillance to pr vide'omplete testing of the
assumed safety function.

The Frequency of 18 nths is based on the need to perform
the Surveillance under the conditions that ap 1 ust prior
to or durin a startu from a lant outa e. pera ng
exper ence as shown that ese componen s usua 1 ass the
SR when erformed at the )8 month Frequenc , w ic s ased
on e re ueling cyc e. T ere ore, e requency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3 5.

Verification every months of the automatic transfer
capability between t e normal and alternate power supply
(480 V shutdown boards) for the RNOV boards which supply
power for each LPCI subsystem inboard injection valve and
each recirculation pump discharge valve demonstrates that AC
electr ical power is available to operate these valves
following loss of power to one of the 4 kV shutdown boards.
The ability to provide power to the inboard injection valve
and the recirculation pump discharge valve from two
independent 4 kV shutdown boards ensures that single failure
of an EOG vill not result in the failure of both LPCI pumps
in one subsystem. Therefore, the failure of the automatic
transfer capability will resul n the inoperabi1ity of the
affected LPCI subsystem. The ) month Frequency has been
found to be acceptable based on engineering judgment and
operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 6.4.3.

2. FSAR, Section. 6'.4.4.

3. FSAR, Section 6.4.1.

4. FSAR, Section 6.4..2.

5. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

(continued)
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RCIC System
B 3.5.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

C Insert-A

SR 3.5.3.3 and SR 3.5.3.4 (continued)

reactor steam pressure and flow are adequate to perform the
test. V.

A 92 day Frequency for SR 3.5.3.3 is consist nt with the
Inservice Testing Program requirements. The nth
Frequency for SR 3.5.3.l is based on the need o perform the
Surveillance under conditions that appl ust ri or
durin a startu from a lant outa e Operating experience

s own at these componen s usuall ass the
erforme e 18 month e uenc , ch is based on the

re ue ing cycle. There ore, the requency was concluded to
be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.5.3.5

The RCIC System is required to actuate automatically in
order to perform its design function satisfactorily. This
Surveillance verifies that, with a required system
initiation signal (actual or simulated), the automatic
initiation logic of the RCIC System will cause the system to
operate as designed, including actuation of the system
throughout its emergency operating sequence; that is,
automatic pump startup and actuation of all automatic valves
to their required positions. This test also ensures the
RCIC System will automatically restart on an RPV low-low
water level (Level 2) signal received subsequent to an RPV

high water level (Level 8) trip. The LOGIC SYSTEM

FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.2 overlaps this
Surveillance to provide complete testing of the assumed
safety function.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Su nce were erformed with the reac t ower.
Operating experience has shown that t ese components usually
pass the SR when ormed at the 18 month Fre uenc , w c

ase on the refueling cyc e. erefore, t e requency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

(continued)
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Primary Containment
B 3.6.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~IR 3....1 ( I d)

this SR. The impact of the failure to meet this SR must be
evaluated against the Type A, B, and C acceptance criteria
of the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. As
left leakage prior to the first startup after performing a

required leakage test is required to be ( 0.6 L, for.
combined Type B and C leakage, and ( 0.75 L, for overall
Type A leakage. At all other times between required leakage
rate tests, the acceptance criteria is 'based on an overall
Type A leakage limit.of w 1.0 L,; At w 1.0 L, the offsite
dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of the
safety analysis. The Frequency is specified in the Primary
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SR 3.6.1.1.2

Satisfactory performance of this SR can be achieved by
establishing a known differential pressure between the
drywell and the suppression chamber and verifying that the
pressure in either the suppression chamber or the drywell
does not change by more than 0.25 inch of water per minute
over inute period. he leakage test is performed
ever months. .The onth Frequency was developed
considering it is pruden that this Surveillance be

outage and also in view of the factperformed during a unit
„that component failures
are identified by other

that might have affected this test
primary containment SRs.

Maintaining the pressure suppression function of primary
containment requires limiting the leakage from the.drywell
to the suppression chamber. Thus, if an event were to occur
that pressurized the drywell, the steam would be directed
through the downcomers into the suppression pool. This SR

measures drywell to suppression chamber differential
pressure during a 10 minute period to ensure that the
leakage paths that would bypass the suppression pool are
within allowable limits.

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.6. .3.7

Automatic PCIVs close on a primary containment isolation
signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
primary containment following a DBA. This SR ensures that
each automatic PCIV will actuate to its isolation .position
on a primary containment isolation signal. The LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.1 overlaps this to rovide
complete testing of the safety function. The 1 ont .

Frequency was developed considering it fs prudent that this
Surveillance be performed only during a unit outage since
isolation of penetrations would eliminate cooling water flow
and disrupt the normal operation of man cri
corn o Opera ng experience as shown that these

omponents usually pass thi illance w n d a

the 18 month Fre uen . herefore, the Frequency was
conclude o e acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6. .3.8

This SR requires a demonstration that each reactor
instrumentation line excess flow check valve (EFCV) is
OPERABLE by verifying that the valve actuates to the
isolation position on an actual or simulated instrument line
break signal.. This SR provides assurance that the
instrumentation line EFCVs will perform so that the
radiological consequences will not exceed the predicted
radiolo ical cons u n es during events evaluated in

e erence . Th month Frequency is based on the need to
perform this Surve lance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Su v rmed with the
reactor at er Operating experience has shown a ese
components usually pass this Survei nce when erformed at
the 18 month Fre uency. here ore, the requency was
conc ude o e accep able from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.1.3.9

The TIP shear isolation valves are actuated by explosive
charges. An in place functional test is not possible with
thi.s design. The explosive squib is removed and tested to
provide assurance that the valves will actuate when

(continued)
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PCIVs
B 3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.1.3.9 (continued)

required. The replacement charge for the explosive squib
shall be from the same manufactured batch as the one fired
or from another batch that has been certified by havin ne
of the batch successfully fired. The Frequency of months
on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is considered adequate give the
administrative controls on replacement charges and the
frequent checks of circuit continuity (SR 3.6.1.3.4).

SR 3.6.1.3.10

The analyses in References 1 and 5 are based on leakage that
is less than the specified leakage rate. Leakage through
each HSIV must be a 11.5 scfh when tested at a P, (25 psig).
This ensures that MSIV leakage is properly accounted for in
determining the overall primary containment leakage rate.
The Frequency is specified in the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SR 3.6. .3.1

Surveillance of water tested lines ensures that sufficient
inventory will be available to provide a sealing function
for at least 30 days at a pressure of 1.1 Pa. Sufficient
inventory ensures there is no path for leakage of primary
containment atmosphere to the environment following a OBA.
Leakage from containment isolation valves that terminate
below the suppression pool water level may be excluded from
the total leakage provided a sufficient fluid inventory is
available as described in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B.

Leakage through valves in closed loop seismic class I lines
that are considered as extensions of primary containment
present no potential for leakage to the environment.
Leakage from these valves will be measured, but will be
excluded when computing the total leakage. This leakage
will be reported as required by the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

BFN-UNIT 3 B 3.6-27
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Suppression Chamber-to- .quell Vacuum Breakers
8 3.6.1.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

(continued)

SR 3.6. .6.2

Each required (i.e.,'required to be OPERABLE for opening)
vacuum breaker must be cycled to ensure that it opens
adequately to perform its design function and returns to thefully closed position. This ensures that the safety
analysis assumptions are valid. The Inservice Testing
Program Frequency is based on operating experience that has
demonstrated that the Frequency is adequate to assure
OPERABILITY.

SR 3.6.1.6.3

Verification of the differential pressure required to open
the vacuum breaker is necessary to ensure that the safety
analysis assumption regarding vacuum breaker ful o
differential pressure of 0.5 psid is valid. The anth
Frequency is hased on the need to perform this Survei11ance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were erformed with the reactor at ower Opera ng
exper ence as s own ese c onen s usually pass the

u llance when at enc The
mont requency is further Justified because o o her

surveillances performed at shorter Frequencies that convey
the proper functioning status of each vacuum breaker.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.2.

2. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

3. Technical Requirements Manual.
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Secondary Containment
B 3.6.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4. 1.3 and SR 3.6.4. .4 (continued)

if the secondary containment boundary is not intact.
SR 3.6.4.1.4 demonstrates that two SGT subsystems can
maintain a 0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge at a stable
flow rate < 12,000 cfm. Both"of these SRs are performed
under neutral (< 5 mph) wind conditions. Therefore, these
two tests are used to ensure secondary containment boundary
integrity. Since .these SRs are secondary containment tests,
they need not be performed -with each combination of SGT
subsystems. -The,SGT subsystems .are tested on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, however, to ensure, that in addition to the
requirements of LCO 3.6.4.3 a w ubs s will
erform this test. perat ng experience has shown these

components: usua y pass the Surveil c n erformed at
the 18 month Fr e uenc . ere ore, the Frequency was
concluded to be accep able from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 5.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

4. XRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements,.'uly 23, 1993.
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SCIVs
B 3.6.4.2

BASES

SURVEIL'LANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4.2.1 (continued)

assumed in the safety analyses. The Frequency of this SR is
92 days.

SR 3.6.4.2.

Verifying that each automatic SCIV closes on a secondary
containment'solation signal is required to prevent leakage
of radioactive material from secondary containment following
a DBA or other accidents. This SR ensures that each
automatic SCIV will actuate to the isolation position on a
secondary containment isolation signal.. The LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TEST in LCO 3.3.6.2, "Secondary Conta nment
Isolation Instrumentation,'ver laps this SR t provi
complete testing of the safety function. The nth
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if t Surveillance
were formed .with the reactor at r era n
experience has s own ese componen s usually pass the
Surveillance when erformed at the 18 month Fre uency.

ere ore, e requency was conc u e to accep a e from
a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 14.6.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.6.4.

3. Technical Requirements Manual.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

8 3.6-91 Amendment '«R2
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SGT System
B 3.6.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4.3.2 (continued) .

flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and fo1lowing specific operations).
This SR will also include a chemical smoke test to check the
sealing of gaskets for filter housing doors.

Specific test frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.6.4.3.3

This SR verifies that each SGT subsystem starts on receipt
of an actual or simulated initiation signal. While this
Surveil c n rformed with the reactor at
operating experience has s own that t ese components usually
pass the Surv 1 nce wh d at the 1

e uenc . The LOGIC SYSTN FUNCTIONAL ST in LCO 3.3.6.2,
'Secon ary Containment Isolation Instrumentation," overlaps
this SR to provide complete testing of the safety
function. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.,

SR 3.6.4.3.

This SR verifies that the SGT decay heat discharge dampers
are in the correct position. This ensures 'that the decay
heat removal mode of SGT System operation is available.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 12 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was found to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41.

2. FSAR, Section 5.3.3.7.

3. FSAR, Section 14.6.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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EECM System and UHS
B 3.7.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.3 (continued)

Operating experience has shown that these components will
usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month
Frequenc ere ore, ~s requency >s conc u ed to be
accep a e from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 5.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. FSAR, Section 10. 10.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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CREV.'ystem
B 3.7.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.4 (continued)

with respect to the outdoors to prevent:unfi ltered-
inleakage. The CREV System is designed to maintain this
posit,ive pressure at a flow rate of a 2700 cfm and
< 3300 cfm to the control'oom in the pressurization mode.
The Frequency of months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with industry. practice, and other fi1,tration
systems SRs.

29-

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 10. 12.

2. FSAR,. Chapter 10.

3.

4.

S.

FSAR, Chapter 14.

FSAR; Section 14.6.

NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical.
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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control Room AC System
B 3.7.4

8ASES

ACTIONS 0. 1 0.2. 1 0.2.2 and 0.2.3 (continued)

An alternative to Required, Action 0. 1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condi'tion that minimizes
risk.

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated
-fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe
position. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated
immediately to suspend OPDRVs 'to minimize the probability of
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential 'for fission
product release. Actions must continue until the OPORVs are
suspended.

SURVEILLANCE
RE( UIREHENTS

SR 3.7.4.1

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the
system is sufficient to remove the control room heat load
assumed in the safety analyses. .The SR consists of a
combination of testing and calculation. Th nt
Frequency is appropriate since significant degradation of
the Control Room AC System is not expected over this time
period.

REFERENCES I. FSAR, Section 10. 12.

2. NRC No. 93-102, "Fi'nal Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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Ha Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.5

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

B.l

If the Hain Turbine Bypass System cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status or the APLHGR and MCPR limits for an
inoperable Hain Turbine Bypass System are not applied,
THERHAL POWER must be reduced to < 25% RTP. As discussed in
the Applicability section, operation at < 25% RTP results in
sufficient margin to the required limits, and the Hain
Turbine Bypass System is not required to protect fuel
integrity during abnormal operational transients. The
4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power, conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIREHENTS

SR 3.7.5.1

Cycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete
cycle of full travel demonstrates that the valves are
mechanically OPERABLE and will function when required. The
31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve posit'ions. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
SR when performed at the 31 day Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.7.5.2

The Hain Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate
automatically to perform its design function. This SR

demonstrates that, with the required system initiation
sign ls he valves will actuate to their required position.
Th 1 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
urvesllance under the conditions that apply during a unit

outage and because of the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the

ea t at power. Operating experience has shown the
1 month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle,
is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)
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Ma Turbine Bypass System
B 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS'continued)

SR 3.7.5.3

This SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
is in compliance with the assumptions of the appropriate
safety analysis. The response time limits are specified in
the cycle specific transient anal'yses performed to support
the preparation of FSAR, Appendi Supplemental Reload
Licensing Report (Ref. 4). The 1 onth Frequency is based
.on the need to perform this Survei ance un er e
conditions that apply during a unit outage and because of
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the rea tor at power. Operating
experience has shown the anth Frequency, which is based
on the refueling cycle, is cceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

29

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 7. 11.3.3.

2. FSAR, Section 14.5.1.1.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specifi,cation Improvements," July 23, 1993.

4. FSAR, Appendix N.
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.C Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURYEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

2,+

SR 3.8 . (continued)

18 «enth Frequency is consistent with the recoaeendations of
egulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This SR is «edified by a Note. In order to ensure that the
DG is tested under load conditions that are as close to
design basis conditions as possible, the Note requires that,
if synchronized to offsite power, testing must be performed
using a power factor a 0.9. This power factor is chosen to
be representative of the actual design basis inductive
loading that the DG would experience.

~RR ...6
This Surveillance de«enstrates that the DG automatically
starts from the design basis actuation signal (LOCA signal).
This test will also verify the start of the Unit 1 and 2 DGs

aligned to the SGT and CREV Systems on an accident signal
from Unit 3. In order to minimize the number of DGs.

involved in testing, deaenstration of automatic starts of
the Unit 1 and 2 DGs on an accident signal froi Unit 3 may
be performed in conjunction with testing to deaenstrate
automatic starts of the Unit and 2 DGs on an
si oa Unit 1 or 2. Operating experience has shown

at these componen s usuall ass the SR when erf raed at
the 18 «enth Fre uenc ere ore, e Frequency is
accep a e rom a re iability standpoint.

To minimize wear and tear on the DGs, this SR has been
modified by a Note'hich permits DG starts to be preceded by
an engine prelube period followed by a warmup period.

~ER . 7
v'/i

Demonstration once per 8 nths that the DGs can start and
run continuously at full load capability for an interval of
not less than 24 hours —22 hours of which is at a load
equivalent to the continuous rating of the DG, and 2 hour s
of which is at a load equivalent to the 105 percent to 110

percent of the continuous duty rating of the DG. The DG

starts for this Surveillance can be performed either from
standby or hot conditions. The provisions for prelube and

(continued)
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AC Sources —Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

I

.8..7 ( N d).

warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.1 and for gradual loading,
discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, are applicable to this SR.

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design conditions as
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor
< 0.9. This power factor is chosen to be representative of
the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG could
experience. A load band is provided to avoid routine
overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may result in
more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recosssendations in order to naintain OB OPERABILITY.

The I nonth Frequency is consistent with the
recoaeendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not
invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary power factor
transients above the limit do not invalidate the test.

Under accident conditions (and loss of offsite power) loads
are sequentially connected to the shutdown boards by
automatic individual pump timers. The individual pump
timers control the permissive and starting signals to motor
breakers to prevent overloading of the DGs due to high motor
starting currents. This SR is demonstrated by performance
of SR 3.3.5.1.5 for the Core Spray and LPCI pump timers, SR
3.7.2.3 for the EEL�.pump timers, and SR 3.8.1.9.b for the
I80 V load shed logic timers. The allowable values for
these timers ensure that sufficient time exists for the DG
to restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the next
load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2
provides a suaeary of th omatic loading of ESF shutdown
boards. Z9-

The Frequency of 1 months is consistent with the
recomendations o Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 8).

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REg UIREHENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8. .9

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the OGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
liaits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the as designed operation of
the standby power sources during a loss of offsite power
actuation test signal in conjunction with an ECCS initiation
signal. This test verifies all actions encountered from the
loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ECCS .initiation
signal, including shedding of the nonessential loads and
energization of the 4.16 kV shutdown boards and respective
loads from the DG. It further demonstrates the capability
of the DG to automatically achieve the required voltage and
frequency within the specified time.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the
DG loading logic. In certain circuastances, many of these
loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential: for undesired operation. For
instance, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) in)ection
valves are not desired to be stroked open, some systems are
not capable of being operated at full flow, and RHR systems
performing a decay heat reaoval function are not desired to
be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of
actual demonstration of the connection and loading of these
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the
DG system to perform these functions is acceptable. This
testing aaay include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the ntire connection and loading
sequence is verified.

The Frequency of 18 nths takes into consideration plant
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is
inten d to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length
o 1 months.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For
the purpose of this testing, the DGs aust be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil

(continued)
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3C Sources —Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREHENTS

~R.. t i al

in a fully charged state, while supplying adequate power to
the connected DC loads. The voltage requirements are
based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery
sizing calculations. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with
manufacturer recoamendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 7).

.8.4 d S

Battery charger capability requirements, are based on the
design capacity of the chargers (Ref. 4). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 8), the battery charger supply
is required to be based on the largest combined demands of
the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the -design minimum charge state to
the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The minimum required
aaperes and verification of the charger's ability 'to
recharge the battery ensures that these requirements can be
satisfied.

SR 3.8.4.2 verifies that the chargers are capable of
charging the batteries after their designed duty cycle
testing and ensures that the chargers will perform their
design function. This SR is modified by a Note that allows
performance of SR 3.8.4.5 in lieu of this Surveillance
requirement. SR 3.8.4.5 verifies that the chargers are
capable of charging the batteries after each discharge test
and ensures that the chargers are capable of performing at
maxi ut ut. .8.4.2 is performed at the same

requency as t I nth service test (SR 3.8.4.3), while
SR 3.8.4.5 is performed following the 60 month battery
discharge test (SR 3.8.4.4).

SR 3.8.4.5 is modified by a Note. The Note is added to this
SR,to acknowledge that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy the Surveillance.

(continued)
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DC Sources —Operating
8 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REt|UI REAGENTS

(continued)

+

~0

)
OJ

O

c
s.

SR .8.4.3

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The
discharge rate and test length corresponds to the design
duty cycle requirenents as specified in Reference e.

The Fre uenc o eon is consiste t wit e
ecoaeendat ons o egulatory Gui e 1.32 ef. 8) and

Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 9), which state, in part, that
the battery service test should be performed with intervals
between tests not to exceed 18 mont

This SR is modified by a Note that allows the performance of
a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service
test once per 60 months. The modified performance discharge
test is a simulated duty cycle consisting of just two rates;
the one minute rate published for the battery or the largest
current load of the duty cycle, followed by the test rate
employed for the performance test, both of which envelope
the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours
removed by a rated one ainute discharge represents a very
small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can be
changed to that for the performance test without
compromising the results of the performance discharge test.
The battery terminal voltage for the modified performance
discharge test should remain above the ainiaua battery
terminal voltage specified in the battery service test for
the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

A Iodified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for
the modified performance discharge test should be identical
to those specified for a service test.

(continued)
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JC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

I REFERENCES 3.
(continued)

4.

IEEE Standard 308.

FSAR, Sections 8.5 and 8.6.

5. FSAR, Chapters 6 and 14.

6; Regulatory Guide 1'.93.

Pot LtseJg

7. IEEE Standard 450-1995.

Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

10. IEEE Standard 485, 1983.

NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification leproveaents," July 23, 1993.
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ENCLOSURE 3

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN)

UNITS 1 I 2 I AND'

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (TS) CHANGE TS-390
LIST OF COMMITMENTS

1. TVA will issue Supplement of TS-390 detailing changes to
instrument calibration, Surveillance Frequencies and TS
Allowable Values to accommodate a 24-month refueling cycle.
TVA expects to submit the TS change detailing these changes in
August 1998.

2. TVA will submit an affected page list and typed copies of
appropriate TS pages for Units 1, 2, and 3 revised to show-
proposed changes to support a 24-month fuel cycle. TVA will
furnish these pages prior to NRC approval.
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